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SemiconductorDependency and
Strategic Trade Policy
1991, the U.S. government formally concluded negotiation
of a new Semiconductor Trade Arrangement (STA) with Japan and set
out a framework for trade and investment in microelectronics between
the two nations for the next five years. That agreement, which replaced
a pathbreaking 1986 pact, continued a controversial experiment in trade
policy.
The 1986 trade arrangement was not the first time governments have
intervened to reshape international trade flows in semiconductors. The
very first trade dispute in semiconductors was in 1959. American transistor producers sought protection from Japanese exports of low-priced
transistors on national security grounds. They filed a petition with the
U.S. government, and the government was asked to intervene to protect
the domestic semiconductor industry. In response, the Japanese government pushed Japanese transistor producers to form an export cartel
and thus jointly raise prices on export sales. This earliest episode of
semiconductor trade friction had two key elements: appeals to govern-
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ment for protectionbased on assertions of the strategic natureof the
semiconductorindustryand formationof an exportcartel in reactionto
the political response. Remarkably,these same elements reappeareda
quarterof a centurylater at the epicenterof controversyover the U.S. JapanSemiconductorTrade Arrangementof 1986.
In the early 1960s the U.S. semiconductorindustryhad developed
the integrated circuit (IC), which constructed, on a single chip, entire

electroniccircuitsmadeup of circuitelementslike transistorsanddiodes.
Previously, these elements had been packaged as discrete electronic
components. Soon Japanesetransistors,no matterhow inexpensively
priced, became quite obsolete. The semiconductorthreat from Japan
receded.
Faced with a barrageof innovativeAmericanproducts,the Japanese
chip industryretreatedbehindan arrayof formaland informalbarriers.
In the 1960s and early 1970s, foreign pressuremounted, and the Japanese governmenteventually committed itself to a timetable for liberalizationof formalrestrictionson semiconductortradeand investment.
By the end of the 1970s, most formal tradebarriershad disappeared.1
Perceiving a new foreign technological challenge to its embattledchip
makers, at a time when trade barriersshielding domestic producers
were being phased out, the Japanese governmentorganized a largescale R&D effort in IC technology in the mid-1970s.
Integratedcircuits began to be exported in significantquantitiesin
the late 1970s, andonce againAmericanproducersbeganto raise alarms
abouttheirJapanesecompetitors.The marketfor memorychips-specifically, dynamicrandomaccess memorychips (DRAMs), the highest
volume semiconductorproduct, and erasableprogrammableread-only
memory chips (EPROMs)-was the reentry point for Japanese producersinto global semiconductorcompetition.Tradefrictionsbetween
the U. S. andJapanesesemiconductorindustriesfocused on these chips.
And, once more, strategic issues were placed at the center of debate.
Today many view governmentinterventionin semiconductortrade
as a strategiceconomic issue for the UnitedStates. This paperexamines
1. Complaintsby foreignchip makers,however, continued.They complainedabout
restrictivepracticesin procurement
by NipponTelephoneandTelegraph,the state-owned
telecommunications
monopoly, about standards,certification,and qualityrequirements,
and membershipin R&D associations.
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the question of whether dependency on foreign suppliers of semiconductors is likely to be an empirically persuasive motivation for public
policy. By focusing on monopoly power as the motive for strategic
policies, I ignore the other possible reason for thinking semiconductors
a strategic sector: technological externalities.2 My analysis focuses on
two assertions at the core of arguments for strategic policy interventions
by the U.S. government. The first assertion is that the predatory behavior by Japanese chip producers to secure monopoly power in key
semiconductor markets was implicit in the "dumping" of Japanese
chips in the U.S. market in the early 1980s. Second is the claim that
collusive behavior to exploit that monopoly power, once secured, could
create significant costs for the U.S. economy. Do these costs justify
the investment of resources in defensive countermeasures?
There are two basic parts to my analysis. The first part reviews the
U.S. semiconductor industry's changing analysis of its Japanese rivals'
behavior. Through 1980 the story told was what now might be described
as the conventional account of strategic trade policy: barriers protecting
Japan's domestic semiconductor market against American imports promoted the development of the Japanese industry and its global market
share to the detriment of the sales and profits of U.S. producers.3 After
1980, however, it became clear that prices in the American and Japanese
markets were essentially identical. U.S. allegations that Japanese producers were pricing exports below cost (dumping) necessarily and explicitly began to include an element of predatory behavior on the part
of these companies and an element of collusion. A more unconventional
story of strategic behavior surfaced: below-cost pricing, it was asserted,
was calculated to induce exit by American producers, after which Japanese producers would jointly raise prices and extract monopoly rents
that would provide a return on their investment in predation.
The history of this discussion, and the American trade policy re2. Thereis little compellingempiricalevidence on this issue, particularlyon aspects
criticalto the design of policy. For example, do spilloverscross industryboundariesas
well as firmboundaries?Are they inherentlyconfinedto a local geographicregion?Can
alternativemeans (such as revised normsfor intellectualpropertyrights, or design and
internalizewhatotherwisemightbe externalitiesforan individualfirm?
technicalstandards)
See Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming).
3. This is the "importprotectionas exportpromotion"policy describedby Krugman
(1984).
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sponse it provoked, could be interpreted skeptically as a self-fulfilling
prophecy. In response to increasing trade frictions with the United States
in the early 1980s, the Japanese government pressured its semiconductor
industry to reduce exports, in essence sanctioning an export cartel. The
U.S. industry interpreted this same behavior as the normal second stage
of a successful predatory campaign-rent extraction. In its view this
behavior validated the original assertions about Japanese intentions.
Is the creation of export cartel-like market structures the handmaiden
of a misguided trade policy? Or is it the fruit of successful predation?
This is the key issue. The Semiconductor Trade Arrangement of 1986
drove this debate to new extremes. I briefly describe the complex evolution of the administrative mechanisms created under the auspices of
this agreement. The most interesting element of recent trade friction is
that Japanese semiconductor producers, for perhaps the first time in
their history, have been able since 1988 to maintain significant cooperation (or, less charitably, collusion) in a key product market absent
overt regulatory pressures from the Japanese political system. The longfeared predatory threat might finally have surfaced, albeit with considerable support from policies that were put into place from 1986 to 1988.
The second part of this paper assesses the empirical significance of
the threat of collusive behavior. Putting aside the issue of whether
collusive behavior was the cause or the effect of American trade policy,
I ask these questions: Just how large an economic threat, in the worst
case, might collusion represent? How much might the United States
reasonably be willing to spend on "anticartel insurance"?
To examine these issues, I develop a model of pricing and production
over the life cycle of a high-technology industry (like semiconductors)
in which learning economies and scale economies, as well as capacity
constraints, are important. I apply this model using empirical parameters
relevant to the production of 1-megabit dynamic random access memories (lM DRAMs). Both claims-of predatory behavior and of collusive organization of foreign production to increase monopoly rent
extraction-have been interpreted as relevant to this product.
The resulting simulations produce more realistic outcomes than have
earlier attempts to model semiconductor production. Precise specification of how learning economies operate is a crucial issue. In IM
DRAMs (and in other industries with significant learning and scale
economies, capacity constraints, and short product life cycles), prices
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over some time interval will fall below common measures of average
cost and marginal cost, even with no strategic behavior (like predation)
assumed on the part of producers. Therefore, antidumping trade laws
that forbid pricing below some measure of average cost will snare
"normal" competitive behavior in the net they cast. Moreover, consumer welfare losses from successful cartelization of a market like that
for DRAMs can greatly exceed the monopoly rents collected by producers. There may be sound reasons for governments to invest reand political-to ensure that this does not occur.
sources-economic

Strategic Rhetoric in Semiconductors, 1959-84
Industry appeals to the U.S. government for measures to assist its
domestic semiconductor industry have generally been phrased in terms
of a defensive policy against some foreign threat. Over the years, however, the description of the nature of the threat, and the behavior to be
neutralized or counteracted by policy interventions, have changed. Trade
policy has been as much the cause, as the effect, of the competitive
conduct of foreign semiconductor producers.
1959: A Threat to the National Security
As previously remarked, the initial challenge occurred in 1959, when
a surge of low-priced Japanese transistor imports first hit American
markets. (In 1958 Japan shipped 1,000 units worth $7,000 to the United
States; in 1959 it shipped 1.8 million units worth $1.1 million.4) Citing
national security concerns, a U.S. industry group, the Electronics Industry Association, petitioned the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) to impose quotas on Japanese transistor imports.5
In 1960, however, there was a relatively clear dividing line between
the types of transistors used in consumer electronics and those used in

4. See "BusinessWeekReportson:Semiconductors,"
BusinessWeek,March26, 1960,
pp. 92-96.
5. The OCDM, an executive branchagency, was the predecessorof the Office of
EmergencyPreparedness.See "ImportStudyNearsShowdown,"Electronics,November
6, 1959, pp. 32-33; "Electronicsin Japan,"Electronics,May27, 1960, pp. 99-100; and
"WashingtonRejectsTransistorImportQuota," Electronics,June8, 1962, p. 7.
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defense (industrialandcomputerapplications).At thattime the Defense
Departmentwas pouringsubstantialresourcesinto the developmentof
advanced semiconductortechnology for use in military applications,
and it was even directly subsidizing the industry's investment in new
capacity. Defense's ElectronicsProductionResourceAgency submitted
a study to OCDMconcludingthat adequatecapacityexisted for present
and future military transistordemand.6Narrowlyinterpreted,defense
needs did not provide a particularlycompelling rationalefor action.
In response to the campaign for protection in Washington, Japan
blazed some trails that would become well trod over time. A Japanese
delegationtraveledto Washingtonin 1959. It stressedthat activities in
consumerelectronicscreatedno threatto U . S. defense andthatJapanese
companieshad "no immediateplans to go afterthe marketsfor highly
specializedtransistors."7 The delegationalso madeclear its willingness
to impose voluntaryquotas or other negotiated arrangements.
In responseto continuingfrictions, Japan'sMinistryof International
Trade and Industry(MITI) went ahead in the late spring of 1960 and
imposed quotas and floor prices on transistorradios exported to the
United States. The system was continuedin later years.8 The issue of
third-countryexports(quota-evadingstratagemsto exportto thirdcountries that were then used as a base for reexportto the United States)
arose early on and was dealt with administrativelyby MITI. In May
of 1962, MITI suspendedtransistorexports to Hong Kong. This was
in responseto complaintsthatChinesemanufacturerswere undercutting
Japaneseexportprices for transistorradios-built using Japanesetransistors-shipped to the United States. A system of quantitativelimits
on transistorexports to Hong Kong was set up a few months later.9
6. "ImportStudyNears Showdown,"p. 32.
7. Ibid., p. 33.
8. Quotasfor 1960 were set by MITIto equala 20 percentincreaseover actualexports
in 1958 and 1959. Penalties,includingcancellationof the quota, were set for firmsthat
violatedthe floorpricesor evadedcontrolsby exportingto the UnitedStatesand Canada
throughthirdcountries.See "JapanesePutOff FreeingElectronicsImports,"Electronics,
July 8, 1960, p. 11. On lateryears see "JapanExtendsTransistorRadio Quota," Electronics,January6, 1961, p. 9; "JapanEasesLicenseRules," "JapanMay CutTransistor
Prices," Electronics,May 26, 1961, p. 9. By 1971 Japanhad voluntaryexportcontrols
on transistorradioshipmentsto twenty-ninedifferentcountries.See also USTC (1974, p.
255).
9. MITIsuspendedtransistorexportsto Hong Kong and Okinawabecausetransistor
radioswere beingexportedto the UnitedStatesat a price$6 lowerthanthatfor equivalent
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After a good two and a half years of discussion, the U.S. producers'
petition to restrict Japanese transistor imports was rejected in 1963 on
narrow national security grounds. The American semiconductor industry, after an alarming slowdown in 1960-61, was growing rapidly again,
fueled by technical innovation in the form of the integrated circuit.
American producers were getting the vast bulk of the defense business,
and capacity seemed adequate to meet any future surges in demand.10
Some U.S. producers continued to complain to the U.S. government
that the closed Japanese market was being used as the base for an export
push into the American market. But the U.S. government's attitude
was perceived by the Japanese to be that Japan's concentration on the
consumer market permitted U. S. firms to concentrate their resources
on defense needs and therefore contributed to national security. As one
Japanese observer put it, the Japanese were pleased that the United
States, as a technologically advanced nation, could afford such a fair
decision. Il
1979: Two-Tier Pricing
Although the immediate competitive threat to the American chip
industry was dissipated by its breakneck technical advance, American
firms remained unhappy about being shut out of the Japanese market.
As Japanese electronic exports making use of integrated circuits began
to enter the U.S. market in the late 1960s, Texas Instruments jimmied
open the Japanese market a notch by threatening to petition to exclude
from the U.S. market Japanese exports of electronic equipment using
infringing semiconductors.12 Barred from establishing a presence in
Japan, Texas Instruments had refused to license its patents to Japanese
companies. Texas Instruments was finally permitted to establish a joint
Japaneseexports.This episodealmostset off a tradewarbetweenHongKongandJapan.
The Britishgovernmentthreatenedto suspendJapanesecottoncloth exportsto the Crown
Colony unless the Japaneselifted theirexportrestrictionson transistors.See "Japanese
TransistorsSoughtby Hong Kong," Electronics,June 8, 1962, p. 8; and David Rose,
"HongKong'sTransistorRadioExports,"Electronics,September28, 1962, p. 24.
10. "WashingtonRejectsTransistorImportQuota," p. 7.
11. Nakagawa(1985, pp. 125-27).
12. Forthe standardaccountof this episode, see Tilton(1971). Grantedaccess to the
TI archives,Mason (1992) providesthe most detailedaccountfrom the Americanperspective.
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venture in Japan, subject to output restrictions. In 1971 this venture
was converted into a wholly owned subsidiary. The early presence of
Texas Instruments was the exception that proved the rule of barriers to
entering the Japanese market, however.
Under continuing foreign pressure, quantitative import restrictions
were gradually phased out by 1976. Foreign investment was liberalized
in 1974, and all residual legal restrictions were removed in 1980. As
the market began to open in the early 1970s, Japanese chip producers
began to face serious competition. Frequently, they were forced to rely
on direct intervention by MITI with their customers to fend off American
imports of integrated circuits. As the inevitability of liberalization of
the Japanese market became clear, government subsidies to semiconductor R&D were greatly increased in order to help Japanese producers
adjust to the oncoming new realities. Highly successful cooperative
industrial research programs were launched in 1975 and 1976 by Nippon
Telephone and Telegraph (NTT, the quasi-public telecommunications
monopoly) and MITI. The programs were focused on technologies to
improve mass production of high-volume chips used in the computer
industry, particularly DRAMs.
By 1977 it was becoming clear in the United States that Japan's
ongoing technology push was achieving important results and was being
accompanied by increased investments in capacity. Imported Japanese
DRAMs had begun to trickle into the U.S. market. A surge in exports
to the U.S. market of Japanese chips (similar to the surge already seen
in consumer electronics and autos) seemed likely. Determined to maintain a more effective voice in Washington, American chip producers
formed the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) as their lobbying
arm. 13
In October 1978 Robert Noyce, the chairman of DRAM-producer
Intel, launched the first public salvo across the Japanese bow. He charged
that Japan's protection of its home market, together with government
subsidies, made it possible for Japanese producers to engage in twotier pricing. Citing the example of the television market, Noyce argued

13. After a transcoastalpilgrimageto Washingtonto informRobertStrauss,the U.S.
traderepresentative,that "the Japaneseare coming," semiconductorexecutiveswere reportedlydismayedto get a "so?" reactionfromStrauss.Interviewwithindustryexecutives
and formergovernmentofficials, September1992.
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Table 1. Prices of Various Integrated Circuits by Regiona
Typeof integratedcircuit
Calculator,large-scaleintegration
(LSI)
Metal-oxidesemiconductor(MOS)
Bipolardigital
Bipolarlinear
Microprocessor(including
memoryand supportcircuits)
Calculatorand watchdisplays(4
millimeter)
Light-emittingdiode (LED)
Liquidcrystaldisplay(LCD)
Clock displays(15 millimeter)
Light-emittingdiode (LED)
Liquidcrystaldisplay(LCD)

Western
Europe

United
States

2.75
3.20
0.85
1.10

2.45
3.00
0.75
1.00

1.86
3.20
1.36
0.70

150.00

95.00

150.00

1.80
5.00

1.70
4.50

1.50
4.50

5.50
8.50

5.00
8.00

5.25
8.00

Japan

vol. 4: Applicationisand Markets, December 1976, pp.
Source: MackintoshConsultants,Market Survey of Semnicontdtuctors,
125-27. This study was conducted on behalf of the Ministryof Researchand Technology of the FederalRepublic of Germany.
a. Factory price of finished device in 1976 U.S. dollars. Quoted average costs reflect differences in product specifications
and volume requirements.

that firms were free to charge high prices in the sheltered Japanese
market, then price exports "as low as they want, since they need only
to cover incremental variable costs." 14 Without actually claiming that

this was occurringin semiconductors,Noyce noted that "if this pattern
is repeated in the semiconductormarket, the U.S. market would be
flooded with underpricedJapanese integratedcircuits and LSI products," andU.S. producerswould "have no choice butto cut production
or go bankrupt."915
Noyce's fears were not without factual support.There is some evidence, largely anecdotal, that chip prices for leading-edge digital ICs
tended to be higher in Japanthan in the United States throughoutthe
1970s. Table 1, thoughit does not controlfor volume andproductmix,
shows that unit costs for advancedICs tendedto be significantlyhigher
in Japanin the mid-1970s, while productstypically used in consumer
electronics (linear ICs, display chips) tended to be priced below U.S.
levels.
14. See Peter Moylan, "Noyce Rips Governmentas Peril to U.S. Semiconductor
Industry,"ElectronicNews, October9, 1978, p. 52.
15. Ibid.
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The SIA activity prodded a Senate subcommittee to ask the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC) to launch an informational investigation into the competitive position of the U.S. semiconductor
industry in December 1978. By the time the resulting report was delivered, at the end of 1979, the threat had materialized. Three major
Japanese producers-Hitachi, Fujitsu, and Nippon Electric Corporation
(NEC)-had collectively jumped to a 40 percent share of the U.S.
market for 16-kilobit DRAMs. 16
During a nine-month ITC investigation, the SIA's evolving theory
of Japanese industrial practices was elaborated. At a hearing in San
Francisco in May 1979, the SIA suggested for the first time that the
two-tier pricing scenario was occurring, notably in sales of 16K DRAMs.17
Apparently for the first time, it also suggested that Japanese policies
contained an explicitly predatory element. At the hearing Noyce articulated a strategic conception of the dangers of dependency on foreign
suppliers:
Now one might argue that U.S. consumersbenefit from these bargain
prices. But we must realisticallyask how long such bargainprices last.
Middle Easternoil was a bargainuntil we became dependentupon it.
Similarly, sooner or later the Japaneselosses on high density memories
will be recoupedand I submit that it is foolish to assume any long run
benefit to consumers.18
From statements made at the hearing, it is unclear whether strategic
calculations were being made by the Japanese state, with Japanese
companies passively responding to changes in state policy, or whether
the companies were active parties to the strategic plan. One might, for
example, conceive of "state predation," where state subsidies induce

Positionin
16. See RichardWightman,"ITCLaunchesProbeof U.S. Semiconductor
Japan,Europe,"ElectronicNews, December18, 1978, p. 44. See also Lloyd Schwartz,
"Mostek Chief: JapanThreatensIndustry,"ElectronicNews, October15, 1979, p. 72;
and HenryScott Stokes, "JapanGoal:Leadin Computers,"New YorkTimes,December
11, 1979, p. DI.
17. JimLeeke, "PracticesAbroadUnfair,SIA Saysat ITCHearing,"ElectronicNews,
June4, 1979, p. 106.
of theBoard,IntelCorporation,
18. "Statementof Dr. RobertN. Noyce, Vice Chairman
Trade
on Behalfof the SemiconductorIndustryAssociation"beforethe U.S. International
Commission,San Francisco,May 30, 1979, pp. 21-22.
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firms to cut prices in orderto stimulateexit by foreign rivals.19 At the
time, however, the prevailingconceptionwas of "Japan,Inc." -firms
and state joined together in a collective strategicplan. In the colorful
words of one top Americanexecutive, it was the "33 companiesin the
SIA taking on the sovereign nation of Japan."20
1982: Below-Cost Dumping

The era of two-tier pricing was relatively shortlived. The evidence
submittedin 1979 was quitescanty.Theheadof DRAM-producer
Mostek
claimed that there was a 20 percentto 30 percentdifferentialbetween
U.S. and Japanese 16K DRAM prices in 1978, and he presentedfirstquarter1979 data on five selected sales contractsby a U.S. company
to Japanesecustomers. The data showed prices significantlyabove the
prevailingprices for the equivalentJapaneseproductsold in the United
States.21In any event, an attemptto investigate the issue in greater
depthwould have soon runinto difficulties. Price-to-pricecomparisons
between the two marketsare rathertricky because of the complexities
of marketstructureand distributionpatternsfor semiconductorsin the
United States and Japan.
Roughly 70 percent to 80 percent of sales to U.S.-based semiconductorcustomersare transacteddirectlywith chip manufacturers
through
long-term contracts. Deals are struck months ahead of delivery. The
balance of the chips sold go throughdistributorsto smaller customers
and as "spot" sales funneled through an active secondary "gray"
marketof brokers,distributors,andotherarbitrageurs.Spot prices usu19. Willig (1992, pp. 7-8) drawsa distinctionbetween "strategicdumping,"which
relies on nationalpolicies to protectexportingcompanies'home market(in orderto gain
cost advantagesand createmonopolypower for the exportersin importingmarkets)and
"predatory-pricing
dumping,"which is a companystrategyto obtainmonopolypowerin
an importingcountry'smarket.
20. The quote is by W.J. Sanders,presidentof AdvancedMicroDevices at the time.
See Leeke, "PracticesAbroadUnfair."
21. Thesedata,containedin a confidentialsubmissionto the USITCdatedAugust17,
1979, appearto have been presentedat a hearingof the Joint EconomicCommitteein
October1979. See USITC(1979, pp. 70-71); U.S. Congress,JointEconomicCommittee,
U.S.-JapaneseTradeRelations,Hearing,October10, 1979, pp. 21, 26. DRAMsare sold
on long-termcontractsandon an immediatedelivery,spotbasis. Thesepricescan diverge
substantially.It is unclearwhetheran appropriatespot-to-spot,or contract-to-contract,
comparisonbetweenthe two marketswas made.
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ally rise above contract prices in tight markets, and they fall below
contractprices when demandis slack.22Thus, to avoid comparingapples with orangeswhen searchingfor price differentials,contractprices
should be comparedwith other contractprices, not to spot prices, and
vice versa. Dumping complaintshave not always drawnthese distinctions.
In Japanthe semiconductormarkethas a ratherdifferent structure
than in the United States. For the most part, large chip manufacturers
sell directlyonly to sister electronicequipmentdivisions of theirparent
corporation.Most externalsales to largeJapanesecustomersgo through
authorizedsales agents;smallercustomersareservedthroughsecondary
sales agents who order the productfrom the main sales agents. Even
smallerquantitiesare sold on a spot basis throughretailersclusteredin
selected urbanareas, like Tokyo's Akihabaradistrict.23Prices quoted
in Japanesetrade sources typically refer to large-userprices through
main sales agents or to spot prices in Akihabara.Large-userprices in
Japanare roughly comparablewith U.S. contractprices, while U.S.
spot prices are most similar to Akihabaraprices.
The complexities of direct comparisonsof U.S. and Japaneseprices
never became a major issue, however. This was because the charges
of two-tier pricing had a relatively short life. In the months after the
San Francisco hearing, demand for 16K DRAMs surged. As prices
soared, complaintsaboutlow-pricedimportsfaded away. Beginning in
mid-1979, charges that U.S. prices for Japanese chip imports were
market,see Flamm
22. Fordetailedevidenceon the structureof theU.S. semiconductor
(NBERand Chicago,forthcoming).
TradeAdministration,"Japan23. See U.S. Departmentof Commerce,International
Memoryin Japan-ISA9106," derivedfromFujiKeizaiCo.,
Semiconductors/Nonvolatile
"The Semiconductors-NonvolatileMemoryMarketin Japan,"Tokyo, June 1991; "Japan-Semiconductors/AnalogDevicesin Japan-ISA9 106," derivedfromFujiKeizaiCo.,
"The Semiconductors-AnalogDevices Marketin Japan,"Tokyo, June 1991; "JapanDevices in Japan-ISA9106," derivedfromFujiKeizaiCo., "The
Semiconductors/Logic
Semiconductors-Logic Devices Marketin Japan,"Tokyo, June 1991. ReportedlyNEC
andMitsubishisell 100percentof theirJapanesesalesthroughsalesagents;Hitachi,Fujitsu,
and Toshibasell wholesale 80 to 90 percentof theirexternalsales throughsales agents.
such as Sharp,reportedlysell 20 to 30 percentof theirshipments
Smallermanufacturers,
directlyto usersandtheremainderthroughsales agents.Primarysales agentsareassociated
and rarelyhandlecompetitiveforeignproducts.
with a particularJapanesemanufacturer
Since most Japaneseproducersoffer broadproductlines, it is unusualfor a primarysales
agentto even sell importedsemiconductors.
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below Japaneselevels ceased to be an importantirritantto traderelations. Instead, complaintsthatthe Japanesewere selling below the cost
of productionin both marketsbegan to emerge.24
Texas Instruments,the only American producermanufacturingin
Japanat the time, had attackedthe position of the SemiconductorIndustryAssociation in early 1980. Texas Instrumentsassertedthatprices
received by Japanese producers in their home market were actually
lower thanAmericanprices for the same Japanesechips;the SIA argued
thatthe Japanesewere voluntarilyrestrainingtheir exports in response
to Americanindustrycomplaintsanddeliberatelycreatinga soft market
at home.25Press reports imply, however, that prices in a weakening
U.S. marketstill felt pressurefromfalling pricesin the Japanesemarket.
By mid-1980, JapaneseDRAM producerswere reportedto be starting
a campaign of surveillance on shipments to their sales agents. The
purposeof the campaignwas to discourageresale of shipmentsat very
low prices to customers in the U.S. market by gray-markettraders
(furtherirritatingAmerican producers). By the spring of 1981, NEC
(whichexported60 percentof its outputto the UnitedStates)andFujitsu
had suspended sales into the U.S. spot marketto lessen the threatof
an American antidumpingaction. In a complementarybid to reduce
tradefrictions, fourof the mainJapaneseproducersof integratedcircuits
(NEC, Hitachi, Toshiba, and Fujitsu)announcedplans to manufacture
DRAMs at U.S. plants.26
24. Testifyingbefore a Senatecommittee,Intel's RobertNoyce saw a politicalintent
in this development."Intel buys the 16K RAMs fromJapanbecausewe have foundthat
cheaperthanto makethemourselves.Now, thereis some artificialpricingin thatmarket.
That'swhatI'm suggesting. . . . Up untilthe San Franciscohearings,we could buy 16K
RAMsin the UnitedStates,fromJapanesecompaniesat lowerpricesthanwe were selling
the same productin Japan."
SenatorStevenson: "Is that artificialpricing or are they just more productiveand
efficient?"
Dr. Noyce: "We were meetingthe marketprice in Japan.After the ITC hearingsin
the UnitedStates, U.S. priceswent up andJapanesepriceswent down. I thinkthe prices
had been artificialthere,but thatis a very difficultthingto determine."
SenateCommitteeon Banking,Housing, and UrbanAffairs, Subcommitteeon InternationalFinance,Tradeand Technology,Hearings,January15, 1980, p. 176.
25. "U.S. SemiconductorFirmsDisagreeon ImportStrategy,"DenverPost, March
23, 1980, p. 40.
to US at Low PricesConspicuous;Half
26. See "Exportsof JapaneseSemiconductors
StrengthenCheckingof Destinations,"
Price,Too, throughTradingFirms;Manufacturers
Nihon KeizaiShimbun,May 24, 1980, p. 6; "NEC SuspendsShipmentsof RAM Chips
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In 1981 the next generationof the dynamicrandomaccess memory
chip, the 64K part, was introduced, and conflict between U.S. and
Japaneseindustriesworsened.Japaneseproducershadrushedinto early
introductionof the 64K DRAM in mid-1981, and they gained a lead
over most of their Americancompetitors.Aggressive Japanesepricing
in 64K DRAMs, and rapidlyfalling prices, stimulateda new roundof
industrycomplaintsin the United States.27By the spring of 1982, the
Japanese share of the U.S. marketin 64K DRAMs stood at about 70
percent. Americanproducers,led by Motorola,pressedthe Commerce
Departmentto investigate charges that the Japanesewere selling 64K
DRAMs below "fair value" (averagecost).28Just as this investigation
was beginning in March, however, 64K DRAM prices suddenly doubled, JapanesesuppliersbeganrationingU.S. customers,andJapanese
companies reportedly cut back U.S. exports to blunt moves toward
trade restrictions on DRAM imports.29The Japanese semiconductor
industry openly acknowledged that these reductions in exports were
spurredby MITI guidance. In early April 1982, JapaneseDRAM producersactuallyconfirmedto reportersin Tokyo thatthey were reducing
U.S. exports to alleviate trade friction.30
to U.S. Market,"JapanEconomicJournal,March3, 1981; "JapaneseElectronicsFirms
Delay Plans to Mass-Produce 64-K Chips," Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly, April 6,

1981, p. 14; "JapanFirmsPlanU.S. Productionof AdvancedCircuits,"AsianWallStreet
JournalWeekly,May 18, 1981, p. 17; ThomasJ. Lueck, "NEC Plans$100 MillionU.S.
Plant," New YorkTimes,June27, 1981, p. D 1;and"TopFourJapaneseIC MakersExpand
U.S. Operations," Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly, July 13, 1981, p. 15.

in 64K RAMCompetition-for
27. See SabinRussell, "U.S. SuppliersOutnumbered
Now," ElectronicNews, August24, 1981;and "Pricesof 64K RAM Dropto One-Tenth
of Year Ago," Japan Economic Journal, September 15, 1981.

28. Clyde H. Farnsworth,"JapaneseChip Sales Studied,"New YorkTimes, March
4, 1982, p. DI; JohnEckhouse,"Are JapaneseChip-makers'Dumping'?"San Francisco
Examiner,March5, 1982; and BruceEntin, "MotorolaAsks Inquiryinto JapanesePricing," San Jose News, March 10, 1982. Motorolareportedlywantedthe governmentto
take the lead in orderto avoid placingitself in an antagonisticpositionwith Hitachi,the
top Japaneseproducerof 256K DRAMs, with whichit hadclose ties. RichardWightman,
"SIA Spliton 64K RAM 'Dump'Action;ExpectMembersto Petition,"ElectronicNews,
March22, 1982.
29. Alan Alper, "See 64K Levels in Line with Demand,"ElectronicNews, March
15, 1982; "JusticeDepartmentInvestigatingJapanese64K RAM Marketing;Seek Price,
ShipmentData," ElectronicNews, August2, 1982, pp. 1, 4.
30. The JapanesetradepublicationVLSIReport,in its chronologyof U.S.-Japansemiconductortradefrictions,sets February1982 as the date "MITIinstructionson dumping
began." The ElectronicIndustryAssociationof Japan'sofficial industryhandbook,IC
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Malcolm Baldridge, the secretary of the Commerce Department,
immediately informed the U.S. press of his initial "favorable" reaction
to the Japanese voluntary export restraints, though he warned:
"They were building much more capacitythanthey could stand, and
we thought there was possibly some evidence of predatorypricing to
take over the market."
He addedthathe thoughttherewas a dangerthatthe nation's security
could be threatenedif the Americancomputerand telecommunications
industrieswere to become dependenton Japanfor supply of the chips,
which have been characterizedas the crudeoil of the 1980s.
"This is somethingwe would not like to see," Mr. Baldridgesaid,
noting that the aim of the CommerceDepartmentinvestigationwas to
determinewhetherthe Japanesewere buildingvolume in the 64K RAM
marketas a result of subsidiesto their industryor because of policies or
practicesthat insulate it from competitionfrom Americanindustries.31
The very next day MITI and various Japanese company representatives
officially denied reports of export restraints. But U.S. prices were to
continue well above Japanese price levels through early 1983.32
Two-Tier Pricing Revisited
The semiconductor saga took an even more bizarre turn three months
later in July 1982. The Justice Department informed MITI that Japanese
producers were being investigated to determine whether a cartel had
been formed to set volume and price levels in the U.S. market. (Prices
in the United States had continued to hover at almost double Japanese
levels.) An NEC spokesman (apparently unfamiliar with U.S. antitrust
concepts) was quoted as responding that "Japanese interests have set
Gaido Bukku,has a time line datingFebruary1982 as "MITIto Japaneseindustry,no
exportsthatmightcause blamefor dumping."VLSIReport, "Japan-U.S.IC Frictions,"
(Tokyo:Press Journal,circa 1988), p. 62. ElectronicIndustryAssociationof Japan,IC
GaidoBukku,1987, p. 62. See also A.E. Cullison, "JapanAltersMemoryChip Export
Policy," Journalof Commerce,April7, 1982; and "64K RAM ExportsAre Being Held
Down by Makers," Japan Economic Journal, April 13, 1982.

31. ClydeH. Farnsworth,"Japanto CutExportof Chipsto U.S.," New YorkTimes,
April8, 1982, pp. Dl, D 11.
32. SteveLohr,"JapaneseDeny Any Cutin ChipExportsto U.S.," New YorkTimes,
April 9, 1982, p. Dl; AssociatedPress, "ComputerChip Reports'Premature',"Japan
Times,April 10, 1982; and JackRobertson,"JapaneseRAM Power," ElectronicNews,
February28, 1983.
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relatively high prices for 64-kilobit RAM chips in the U.S. so as not
to raise suspicionsof dumping."33Needless to say, the whole sequence
of events left the Japanesesomewhat confused. In March, amid loud
industryand CommerceDepartmentcomplaintsaboutexcessively low
prices, import prices of JapaneseDRAMs suddenlyjumped. A short
time later the Justice Departmentannouncedan investigationof excessively high prices.34
A lawyer speakingfor the SIA explainedthe apparentcontradiction
as a real-life example of precisely the predatoryscenariofirstraised by
Noyce back in 1979: "They may have committed violations of the
dumpinglaws early on, to buy marketshare, and now they're getting
the payoff by limiting supplies and raising prices."35 Noyce himself
addressedthe issue in early 1983: "It is probablycorrectthat the Japanese are selling RAMs in the United States at higher prices. It is a
classic case of competitorsusing predatorylow pricingto takethe lion's
share of a market, and then increasingprices once they dominatethat
market." 36
By mid-1983, however, the marketfor DRAMs had picked up, and
the industry faced looming shortages. Prices in Japan rose sharply,
pushedup to U.S. levels.37Justice's antitrustinvestigationsimplyfaded
away after the departmenttook depositions from Silicon Valley rep33. "U.S. Will ProbeJapaneseMakersof Semiconductors,"Japan Times,July 27,
1982. See also Steve Lohr, "6 JapanConcernsFocusof Inquiry,"New YorkTimes,July
27, 1982, p. A4; "U.S. ProbesSales of ComputerChipsby Six JapanFirms," WallStreet
Journal, July 27, 1982, p. 4; and "U.S. Won't IndictJapanSemiconductorMakers,"
Japan Times, July 30, 1982.

34. " 'In the second half of 1981, the U.S. CommerceDepartmentwas told by one
of our competitorsthatwe were dumping64K RAMson the U.S. Market,'one semiconductorcompanyspokesmansaid in Tokyo last week. 'Now, the U.S. Justicedepartment
is askingif we arefixingpricesandholdingbacksupplies.Well, cartelor dumping,which
is it?' " J.D. Kidd, "Japanese64K MakersPuzzledby U.S. Probe," ElectronicNews,
August22, 1982. See also AndrewPollack, "InquiryPuzzlesChip Makers,"New York
Times,July 28, 1982, p. D9.
35. ThomasA. Skornia,speakingfor the SemiconductorIndustryAssociation.See
"A New Frontin the War over JapaneseChips," Business Week,August9, 1982, pp.
22-23.
36. Robertson,"JapaneseRAM Power."
37. Sabin Russell and StuartZipper, "MotorolaRivals See 64K Woes Pressuring
Deliveries,Prices," ElectronicNews, March28, 1983; "Quotationsof LSIs Stop Falling,
StartRebounding,"Japan EconomicJournal, May 31, 1983; and Sabin Russell, "64K
RAM RevivalEnds 3-Mo. Lull," ElectronicNews, June23, 1983.
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resentatives of the Japanesechip makers in the spring of 1983.38As
the industryentered one of its cyclical boom periods, trade frictions
receded as an urgent matterrequiringattentionin Washington.
Whatwas most notablein the 1980-84 periodof frictionwas a subtle
shift in the argumentabout predatorybehaviorin semiconductors.By
1980 a large and highly visible Japanese R&D subsidy in semiconductors, directly focused on DRAMs and related manufacturingtechnology, had ended.39Formal quotas had also ended, and tariffs were
low and dropping rapidly.40Though complaints about access to the
Japanesemarketpersisted,intensifyingin early 1983, it could no longer
be claimed that higher prices in the home marketenabled Japanese
producersto persistentlyprice below averagecost in foreign markets.41
If Japaneseproducerswere losing money in the United States on sales
of dumpedmemorychips, they had to be losing money at home as well.
Thus, the story told about Japanesepredationin 1982 necessarily
had to change. At first the Japanese government's policies of R&D
subsidy and home-marketprotectionmight have encouragedfirms to
price exportslow. The governmentdid not requireexplicitly predatory
companybehavior(sincehome marketprofitscouldoffset foreignlosses).
Later, to sustain massive losses aroundthe world, it was necessary to
arguethatJapanesefirmshad adoptedan explicitly predatorystrategy,
with the expectationthat in the long run, with the exit of foreign competitors,rents could be collected to offset the initial costs of predation.
The appearanceof significantlyhigher U.S. prices for a period begin38. MarkBlackburn,"Execs Testify in ComputerChip Probe," OaklandTribune,
March18, 1983;and "64K RAMMakersFacePossibleAntitrustCharges,"JapanTimes,
basedin Japanwas deposed.
March20, 1983.Apparentlynoneof theJapanesemanagement
39. Substantial(butless visible)supportfromNTT, anda privatelyfundedcooperative
followupto MITI'sVLSIproject,continued.See Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming).U.S.
firmscontinuedto be concerned,well into the 1980s, aboutaccess to technologycreated
in MITI'sVLSIproject.
40. In mid-1981Japanandthe UnitedStatesagreedto a five-yearaccelerationin Tokyo
Roundtariffcuts on semiconductors(to a rateof 4.2 percentin bothcountriesby January
1982from10.1 percentin Japanand5.6 percentin theUnitedStates).ClydeH. Farnsworth,
"U.S. andJapanPlanCuts in SemiconductorTariffs,"New YorkTimes,May 12, 1981,
p. Dl. In February1985Japanandthe UnitedStatesagreedto end all tariffson semiconductorseffectivethe next month. "Japanand US Agree to AbolishSemiconductorTariff
Next Month,"NihonKeizaiShimbun,February9, 1985, p. 3.
41. In February1983 the SIA publisheda majorreportcriticizingJapaneseindustrial
targetingpractices.
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ning in March 1982, and the charge that the fruits of predationwere
finally being collected, added an element to the mix: collusion. American producersarguedthat having achieved a dominantposition in the
marketfor DRAMs, Japanesecompanieswere cooperatingto cut back
supplyon foreign marketsin orderto collect monopolyrents, eitheron
their own or with administrativesupportfrom their government.
Since 1982 the U.S. industryhas analyzedJapaneseproductionand
pricingpracticesas a mix of (1) strategicindustrialandtradepolicy by
the governmentwith (2) collusive behaviorby privatefirms. This same
combinationof strategicgovernmentpolicy with strategicandcollusive
private firm behavior has consistently been presentedas the U.S. industryanalysis of Japaneseproductionandpricingpractices, and it has
reappearedin the aftermathof the landmarkSemiconductorTradeArrangementof 1986 between the United States and Japan.

Evolution of the SemiconductorTrade Arrangement
The year 1984 markeda cyclical peakin the semiconductorbusiness.
By the late fall of that year, however, semiconductordemand in the
United States had weakened rapidly, a downturnmirroredin the Japanese market. A series of rapid declines in price for the then-predominant memory chip of the day, the 64K DRAM, were triggered in
October 1984 when Micron Technology, a small American memory
chip manufacturer,announced a sharp cut in its sales price. Other
manufacturers,
JapaneseandAmerican,quicklyfollowedsuit, andDRAM
prices plunged furtherinto a sustaineddecline by early 1985.
As the U.S. chip marketweakenedanddomestic sales faltered, U.S.
semiconductorcompanies began to press complaints in Washington
aboutlimited access to the Japanesechip market,wheretheir sales had
fallen off even more sharply.Throughthe springof 1985, the Japanese
marketremainedrelatively robust. Americanfirmsbegan to worrythat
their Japanesecompetitorswould continue the trendof record investmentsin new capacitylogged in fiscal 1984, whenJapaneseinvestments
in semiconductorfacilities had more than doubled over fiscal 1983
levels. In May of 1985, U.S. tradenegotiatorsreportedlyasked MITI
to persuadeJapanesecompanies to restraintheir investments in new
capacity. The request was turneddown.
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In June of 1985, the SemiconductorIndustryAssociation filed with
the U.S. trade representativea Section 301 complaint, alleging that
barriersto Japanesemarketaccess constitutedan unfairtradepractice
and asking for retaliatorysanctions. Later that month Micron Technology filed withthe CommerceDepartmenta dumpingcomplaintagainst
seven Japaneseproducersof 64K DRAMs.
Meanwhile, in another key type of memory chip-erasable programmableread-onlymemories-conflicts over importcompetitionhad
been mountingthroughmost of the spring. A cause celebre was stirred
up when Hitachi America's "10 percent memo" was unearthedand
publicized. The memo urged Hitachi distributorsto undercutall rival
EPROMprice quotes by 10 percent, at a guaranteed25 percentprofit
margin. An often unmentionedbut importantfact is that this memo
specifically urged Hitachi distributorsto targetJapaneserival Fujitsu,
as well as AmericanmakersIntel andAdvancedMicro Devices (AMD).
The Japanesepolitical establishmentreactedto the Commercedumping investigationat a meetingon July 17 betweenbusiness organization
leaders and politicians from Japan's ruling Liberal Democratic Party
(LDP). A top LDP politician reportedlyurgedJapanesesemiconductor
(and auto) companies to restrict their exports "on a voluntarybasis,
insteadof doing things in a clumsy mannerlike the Government'staking
the initiative."42Within a week Hitachi, the largest producerof 64K
DRAMs and the authorof the infamous 10 percentmemo, announced
voluntaryrestrictionson semiconductorexports for fiscal 1985. Hitachi's plan to cut exports by 30 percent from 1984 levels was quickly
followed by two announcements:NEC said it planned "to reduce exports to the U.S., while increasing its productionin the U.S.," and
Toshiba announcedthat it too plannedto cut its U.S. chip exports by
20 percentin fiscal 1985.43Despite these measures,ChairmanFujio of
the LDP Policy Board publicly stepped up the pressureat the end of
July, declaringit necessary to consider the "possibility of restricting
TowardBusiness
Clarification
42. "LDPEvenLikelyto RequestExportSelf-Restraint;
World;Automobilesand Semiconductorsas Pillars:Intertwinedwith Openingof Market
for U.S.," Asahi Shimbun, July 18, 1985, p. 9.

43. See "Hitachito ReduceSemiconductorExportsto U.S. for This Fiscal Year by
Exports
30%,"NihonKeizaiShimbun,July23, 1985,p. 1; "Toshibato CutSemiconductor
to U.S.," KyodoNews Wirestory,July24, 1985;"ChipMakersto CutExportsto U.S.,"
Japan Economic Journal, July 30, 1985.
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exports of automobiles and semiconductorsand imposing an export
surcharge. " 44

The chip market remained mired in recession: by October Intel,
Mostek, and National Semiconductorhad announcedtheir intentionto
close down facilities and phase out their productionof DRAMs. Three
Japanesecompanies with U. S. manufacturingfacilities-Fujitsu, Hitachi, andToshiba-announced postponementsin plansto expandtheir
U.S. manufacturingoperations,while NEC announceda complete halt
in its fabricationof new 64K DRAMs.45
It was in this atmosphereof crisis thatU.S . andJapanesenegotiators
held successive frustratingroundsof talks on semiconductortradeproblems in August, September,and Octoberof 1985. By Novemberit was
known in Tokyo that the U.S. governmentwas considering initiating
an antidumpinginvestigation against Japaneseproducersof the latest
generationof DRAMs, the 256K. For the first time ever Washington
would be launchingthe suit ratherthanwaiting for the industryto come
forward. Aware of the rumblings in Washington, Japanesemanufacturersreportedlyincreasedtheir U.S. export prices for 256K DRAMs
that November.46
By the end of 1985, the "production coordination" launched by
majorJapaneseproducersthatsummerhadprovedincreasinglyeffective
in pushing up 64K DRAM prices.47But the successful efforts by Jap44. "Also Restrictionon Exportsof Automobilesand Semiconductors;
Policy Board
Chairman Fujio," Yomiuri Shimbun, July 27, 1985, p. 2.

45. "Constructionof VeryLarge-ScaleIntegratedCircuitPlantin U.S.; ToshibaPostponesPlanby Half a Yearor One YearDue to Semiconductor
Depression,"NihonKeizai
Shimbun,October23, 1985, p. 9; "NEC to AdjustProductionof 64K DRAMs;Suspends
Productsin Stock," NihonKeizaiShimbun,
Pre-processOperationsto DigestSemiconductor
October31, 1985, p. 9.
46. "SemiconductorMaker,Full Powerfor 256K Price Hike, MPU for Price Cut,"
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, January 14, 1986, p. 18.

47. The roundof exportand productioncuts and price increaseswas describedin the
" See "Semiconductor
Japanesepressas "productioncoordination.
IndustryShowingSigns
of Recoveryfrom Depression;NipponElectricand MitsubishiElectricHeadingToward
Expansionof 64 KilobitDRAM Production;InventoryAdjustmentMakesProgressDue
to Coordinationof Production;SituationRemainsSeverefor 256 KilobitDRAM," Sankei
Shimbun,December5, 1985, p. 6; see also "Following'Leather,'Also 'Semiconductors'
Have HardSailing;Japan-USConsultations;MITIOfficialsin ChargeImpatientWithout
GoodIdea," TokyoShimbun,December6, 1985,p. 3; "Semiconductor
CompaniesRemain
Calm TowardPreliminaryRuling of 'Guilty' on 64K DRAM; Upper-GradeItem Now
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anese manufacturersto collectively stabilize prices for 64K DRAMs
were too late to halt the administrativemachinerynow set into motion
by Micron's dumpingpetition. In early Decemberthe CommerceDepartmentannounceda preliminaryfindingof dumpingin 64K DRAMs.
Higher 64K DRAM prices, coupled with a continuing increase in
supply and falling prices for 256K DRAMs, accelerated chip users'
switch to 256K DRAMs in their electronic systems production.Consumers, Japaneseand Americanproducers,and the Americangovernmentnow shiftedtheirattentiontowardthis product.By mid-December
the CommerceDepartmenthad initiated an antidumpinginvestigation
of DRAMs with densities of 256K or greater.48As tensions continued
to mount, NEC and Hitachi "self-reflected upon their excessive competitionfor mass productionwhich led to the decline of [256K DRAM]
prices." In late December 1985 they beganto cut backon 256K DRAM
production.49As in the case of 64K DRAMs, however, the dumping
machinery,once set in motion, was not to be stoppedby anythingless
than a formal governmentagreement.
In a continuingattemptto reduce tradefriction, Japaneseproducers
announced256K DRAM price increases for their domestic customers
in early 1986.50(U.S. export prices had been raised the previous November.) By late January,delivery prices for 256K DRAMs had risen
in Tokyo in both the spot and large-user markets.5"Japanese users
Attachedwith MajorImportance;ConsultationsBetweenJapaneseand US Governments
Are Watched," Nihon Keizai Shimbun, December 6, 1985, p. 8.

48. This was the first antidumpingcase initiatedby the U.S. governmentratherthan
an industrypetitioningthe government.It covered 256K and higher density DRAMs,
includingnew productsnot yet on the market.
49. "NipponElectricand HitachiBegin to Curb256K DRAMProduction;Watching
U.S. DumpingInvestigations,"NihonKeizaiShimbun,December18, 1985, p. 9; "NEC,
HitachiHold Down 256K DRAM Productionto Avoid U.S. DumpingCharge,"Japan
Economic Journal, December 28, 1985, p. 18.

50. See "SuperLSI DomesticShipmentPriceHike a LittleOver 10%,Consideration
of Frictionwith U.S.," NihonKeizaiShimbun,January11, 1986, p. 1; "Semiconductor
MakerFull Power for 256K Price Hike, MPU for Price Cut," Nihon Keizai Shimbun,
January14, 1986, p. 18; "SemiconductorDemandto RecoverThis Year;FromDemandPrice Survey, Price CrashPeriod Ends; Bottom SpreadsSupportPrice," Nihon Keizai
Shimbun,January14, 1986, p. 18.
51. "Negotiationfor DeterminingPrice, Next Monthto Be the Peak;MakersForceful
for 256K Price Hike; Users DemandPrice ReductionDue to Yen Appreciation,"Nihon
Keizai Shimbun,January29, 1986, p. 20; "Semiconductor:Due to Japan-U.S.Trade
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complained loudly about the unnaturaland artificial price increases
induced by gaiatsu (foreign pressure).52But the administrativegears
set in motion by the dumping cases continued to turn: by March of
1986, the CommerceDepartmenthad added preliminarydumpingdeterminationsin boththe EPROMand256K DRAMcases to a December
finding on 64K DRAMs. Following the March EPROMruling, Intel
reportedlyraised its EPROMprices by an averageof 25 percent. Japanese producers,concernedabouttradefrictions, followed Intel's lead
by raising domestic sales prices, exercising "self-restraint" on lowpriced sales of EPROMs.53
By the end of July 1986, antidumpingcases were in play for three
differenttypes of memory chips (as well as a Section 301 unfairtrade
practices complaint and a private antitrustsuit against Japanesechip
producers).At thatpoint, afteralmosta yearof negotiations,agreement
was finally reached on the first bilateral U.S.-Japan Semiconductor
TradeArrangement.Dumpingcases in 256K (andhigher)DRAMs and
EPROMs, and the 301 case, were suspended after these talks were
successfully concluded in late July. The STA was officially signed on
September1, 1986.

Operation of the SemiconductorTrade Arrangement
A detailed analysis of the operation of the SemiconductorTrade
Arrangementis beyond the scope of this paper, but some account of
developmentsafter 1986 is necessary. Essentially, therewere two main
points. First, in a "secret" side letter, the Japanesegovernmentagreed
PriceRise;U.S.-MadeImportDoubtful;MakerConfidentin Profit
Friction,Unprecedented
Maintenance,"NihonKeizaiShimbun,January30, 1986, p. 20.
52. "This priceincreaseby Japanesemakers,aimedat calmingbilateraltradefriction,
has its roots in politicaljudgementsbeyond simple marketprinciples."See "Semiconductors:AbnormalPrice IncreaseCausedas a Resultof the U.S.-JapanTradeFriction,"
NihonKeizaiShimbun,January30, 1986, p. 20. Thearticleconcludes:"Onemakerpointed
out thatthe year 1986 marksthe firsttime all the makerssharea sense of cooperationin
the historyof the semiconductorindustry,unlikein the past when they were competing
with each otherfor higherproductionand lower prices. They expect that less price competitionwill bringthem largerprofitsin FY1986."
Ex53. "EPROMPrices in SteadyTone-Semiconductors;JapaneseManufacturers
ercise Self-Restrainton Low-PricedSales," NihonKeizaiShimbun,April2, 1986, p. 18.
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that a 20 percent market share should be attainable by foreign companies
selling into Japan. (I have little to say about this part of the STA in
this paper.) Second, dumping cases in 256K and higher density DRAMs,
and in EPROMs, were suspended in exchange for Japanese companies'
agreement to respect price floors set by the U. S. Commerce Department,
and MITI's agreement to " monitor" the pricing of an even wider variety
of chip exports in U. S. markets and other foreign export markets.
Disagreement over the interpretation of the second point was virtually
immediate. Though the Japanese government established monitoring
and control mechanisms in the fall of 1986, considerable dispute existed
over the extent to which price floors-foreign market values (FMVs)set by the Commerce Department were to be applied to sales in socalled third-country markets. This issue brought into the conflict the
European Community and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT). The Europeans submitted to GATT a complaint, arguing that
such restraints were illegal.
In addition to setting or monitoring prices, the STA called upon the
Japanese government to compile semiconductor demand and supply
forecasts for Japan, establish direct quantitative controls over certain
exports, and use Japan's export control ordinances to enforce thirdcountry antidumping measures. (Foreign reaction to these measures led
the Japanese government in 1987 to make a public disavowal of production controls. In 1989 the government disavowed ex ante review of
export pricing for non-American markets and dissolved Japan's supplydemand forecast committee. MITI continued to collect highly detailed
information on production, exports, and pricing of memory chips by
Japanese producers, however, and to release some of these data in
periodic public reports.)
In response to mounting political pressures from the United States
over third-country dumping, the Japanese government "guided" Japanese producers to significantly reduce DRAM output in the first half
of 1987. Export control mechanisms also were used to pressure companies to meet minimum export-price guidelines. Evasion appears to
have initially been widespread, and the U.S. government responded in
late March 1987 by imposing sanctions on imports of selected Japanese
products.
To boost prices by restricting supply, the Japanese government kept
pressure on firms to hold production down. Guidance also was given
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covering investment in new capacity by Japanesefirms. The success
of these measures in bringing third-countryprices up to U. S. levels
promptedthe U.S. governmentin November 1987 to partiallylift the
sanctions. (Some sanctions were maintainedto express dissatisfaction
with the pace at which Japanesecompanies had increased their purchases of foreign semiconductors.)
By late 1987 demandfor chips was tighteningwith a recoveryin the
computer industry, the main market for these products. Production
controls-formally forsworn by the Japanesegovernmentin November-were to become irrelevantas the industryapproachedfull-capacity
utilization. Guidance of investment reportedlycontinued into 1988,
however, and a system of regionalallocationguidelinesfor exportswas
reportedby Japaneseproducersto be in place by late 1987. Administrative measureswere taken that made it more difficultto export chips
without the approvalof manufacturersand the government.This hindered the export of chips into the "gray market"by brokersand other
arbitrageurs.
A full-fledged shortage of DRAMs was widely felt in the United
States and Europeby early 1988. As prices soared, substantialdifferentials between Japaneselarge-userprices and foreign contractprices
appeared.(On the gray market,inherentlymuch more difficult to control, available data suggest that U.S. and Japanese spot prices were
roughly equalized.) These differentialspersistedthroughout1988 and
into 1989. To reduce supplies filteringinto the Japanesegray market,
Japanesemanufacturersincreasedtheirsurveillanceof chip transactions
by their sales agents.
Figure 1 shows just how extraordinarythe changes in Fisher Ideal
price indexes for DRAMs and EPROMsover this period look when
comparedwith earlieryears.54 These indexesreferto averageworldwide
sales prices;U.S. contractprices soaredby a considerablygreatermargin, and spot prices jumped even higher, roughly quadruplingin the
first months of 1988. As Americanusers howled in pain over unprecedented price increases, criticism of the SemiconductorTrade Arrangementmounted.
Americanchip producersarguedthatreductionsin supply, andprice
FisherIdealpricecomparisons
54. Theconstructionof thischainedindexof year-to-year
is describedin Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming).
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Figure 1. Fisher-IdealPrice Indexes, 1972-89
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increases, were the consequence of predation rather than an outcome
created or facilitated by the STA. David Yoffie, a professor at the
Harvard Business School (and shortly to become a member of Intel's
Board of Directors), explained the problem in this way:
Any economist will tell you that we shouldn't complain about foreigners dumping, because consumersbenefit. The one exception is if
foreignfirmscan putdomesticfirmsout of business, andthenraiseprices.
If it is costly to re-enter the business (like it is to restart DRAM pro-

duction), foreign firms can gain monopoly profits at the consumers'
expense.
Ratherthan signaling a bankrupttrade policy, today's shortages in
DRAMs should remind us that dumped products in an industry like
semiconductorsusually lead to higher prices and limited availabilityif
domestic suppliersare allowed to be destroyed.55
Claims of predatory Japanese behavior were further developed when it
55. David B. Yoffie, "Chip Shortage:Don't Blame the Pact," WallStreetJournal,
June21, 1988, p. 52. Yoffiejoined Intel's Boardof Directorsin 1989.
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becameevident thatmarketprices had stayedwell above the Commerce
Department'sfloor prices in 1988 and 1989.

The FMV System
From late 1986 through mid-1991, the Departmentof Commerce
administereda system of company-specificprice floors (foreign market
values, FMVs) for U.S. imports of JapaneseDRAMs and EPROMs.
With the announcementof sanctions against third-countrydumping
applied to Japanin March 1987, pressurewas placed on the Japanese
governmentto ensurethat the prices of Japaneseproductssold in other
foreigncountriesmet or exceeded the minimumU. S. price. Whateffect
did the FMVs have on the marketprice of affected products?
Althoughthe FMVs set for each Japanesecompanyby the Commerce
Departmentwere never revealed, one can deduce a rangewithin which
these levels varied. Japanese companies were requiredto file public
reports every quarterwith the CommerceDepartmentthat contained
"ranged" estimates of various cost concepts (the true value plus or
minus an up to 20 percent erroradded to preserve a degree of confidentiality). These cost estimates were the basis for the proceduresby
which the CommerceDepartmentset FMVs. The foreign marketvalue
for a given quarter(call this quartert) was essentially set by the Commerce Departmentto the projectedcost for the previous quarter(t-1).
The methodology used to project cost in quartert-1, in turn, based it
on actual cost of productionin period t-2. Projectedcost in quartert1 and actual cost in period t-2 were containedin a reportfiled with the
CommerceDepartmentin quartert_ 1.56
Let us consider for some type of chip the "average FMV," defined
as the simple average across companies of the unobservedcompanyspecific FMVs set for Japaneseimports.Treatthe "error" addedon to
confidentialtrue-costestimatesto producepublicranged-costestimates
as a mean zero randomerror (averagingpublic ranged-costestimates
across minor variantsof a specific type of productwithin a company
56. For what appearsto be the only publisheddescriptionof this methodology,see
SemiconductorIndustryAssociation(1990a).
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and across companies). This will produce an unbiased estimate of average FMV. Similarly, adding 20 percent to the maximum public ranged
estimate among the population of ranged average costs for all companies
will produce a number that must be greater than or equal to the greatest
"true" FMV among all Japanese companies, and therefore bounds true
FMV from above. Using these calculations we can construct an upper
bound on the maximum company-specific FMV and an estimate of the
average FMV across all companies.
Particularly in the initial quarters of the operation of the FMV system,
the Commerce Department, before issuing FMVs, changed the cost
estimates submitted by the companies in their quarterly reports. After
the system had operated for a while, and the Commerce Department
and the companies had developed procedures that produced estimates
acceptable to Commerce, FMVs generally were set quite close to the
constructed cost projections submitted by Japanese companies.57 By
mid- to late 1987, FMVs had settled down around companies' projected
cost submissions. Figure 2 shows estimates I have constructed of "average FMV" across companies for 256K DRAMs (as well as a bound
on maximum company-specific FMV) based on public cost submissions
to the Commerce Department (of projected cost in period t-1).58 Also
shown are ranges for actual FMVs for this product reported in the
Japanese trade press in 1986-87. After initial large discrepancies between company and Commerce calculations of cost, the midpoint of
the reported range for actual FMV settles around the third quarter of
1987 at the approximate neighborhood of my average FMV.
Also shown in figure 2 is the midpoint of upper and lower bounds
on constructed actual cost reported in these quarterly submissions, as
compiled by the Semiconductor Industry Association. Actual cost in
quarter t-2 may be considered an alternative estimate of FMV in period
t.59 Though the SIA's methodology in producing these estimates has
57. Interviewwith law firm staff responsiblefor Japanesecompanysubmissionto
Commerce,January1990.
58. Becausethe type andextentof datareportedfor everycompanyweredifferentand
often variedover time, it is not easy to tell how these estimateswere constructed.For a
fullerdiscussionsee Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming,chap. 6).
59. Note thatthe SIA is not alwaysconsistentin how it associatesthese estimatesof
actualcost with a time period.In SemiconductorIndustryAssociation(1990a) actualcost
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Figure 2. Average Foreign Market Value Across Companiesfor 256-KilobitDRAMs
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not been published, estimates are quite consistentwith my estimatesof
FMV in period t based on projectedcost in period t-1.
From late 1987 to late 1989, U.S. contractprices for 256K DRAMs
rose substantiallyabove FMVs. Therefore, over this period the FMVs
were not constrainingU.S. DRAMimportprices. Since 1990, however,
at least some JapaneseDRAM importsappearto have been pricedout
of the U.S. market. Indeed, Japanese 256K DRAM productionhas
fallen sharply since 1990. Despite rapid and deep cuts in Japanese
production, U.S. prices droppedbelow the FMV levels.
estimatesare given for the quarterin which the reportwas submitted(thoughthe actual
cost pertainedto the previousquarter);in Semiconductor
IndustryAssociation(1990b),the
actualcost estimatesare assignedto the quarterin which the cost occurred(thatis, the
quarterbeforethe submissionquarter).
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Figure3. Average Foreign Market Value Across Companiesfor I-Megabit DRAMs
Dollarsperchip
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Figure 3 shows a similar pattern in IM DRAMs. From late 1987
throughearly 1990, U.S. contractprices stayedabove the averageFMV
(and, over most of this period, above even the highest cost Japanese
company'sindividual FMV). As was not the case in 256K DRAMs,
however,U.S. prices roughly track average FMV over the remainder
of the STA's lifetime (throughmid-1991), andJapanesecompaniescut
neitherproductionnor exports of 1M DRAMS to the extreme degree
seen in 256K parts. Moderatecuts in Japaneseoutputwere apparently
successfulin boosting prices to levels at or above the CommerceFMVs.
By early 1989 semiconductordemandhad begun to weaken. In responseto a downwarddrift in DRAM prices, Japanesemanufacturers
cut back output in orderto maintainhigh price levels. Japanesenewspaperstalkedof "coordinationstructures"amongJapanesecompanies
being used to achieve "high price stability." This was a distinctly
differentsituationthan if prices greatly exceeded price floors when the
industrywas at full capacity utilization as in 1988. With all producers
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operating close to capacity, it was more difficult to argue that industry's
own restraint-rather than politically mandated restraints on capacity
expansion and production-was causing high prices. With idle capacity, it became more plausible to argue that collusive behavior by firms
was the principal cause of abnormally high prices that exceeded FMVs.60

Causes of the DRAM Crisis of 1988
A more neutral assessment would begin by noting three distinct
explanations for the unprecedented run-up in chip prices in 1988. Logically, the 1988 crisis could be explained by any combination of these
three arguments. First, a sustained shortfall in supply could be explained
by producers' innocent miscalculation (on the demand side, underestimation of the recovery in chip demand in 1988; on the supply side,
unexpectedly slow growth in yield rates in semiconductor production
in 1987 and 1988). Second, the shortfall in 1988 could be explained
by the implementation of the Semiconductor Trade Arrangement in
1987, when Japanese producers were being "guided" by their government to reduce output and investment. In other words, we might imagine
a purely exogenous "political" shock to Japanese suppliers' production
and investment decisions. Third, a group of suppliers (accounting for
most of global production) might have made a deliberate decision to
collectively exploit its monopoly power and seek greater monopoly
rents.
Two variants of this third argument exist. Variant 3(a) is that the
organized rent collecting was largely opportunistic, facilitated by the
STA and the subsequent creation of a joint information gathering and
price monitoring framework for Japanese chip supply. Variant 3(b) is
that the exploitation of monopoly power reflects the private decisions
of a collusive group of predatory producers (perhaps aided or abetted
by the state) but basically independent from the evolving resolution of
semiconductor trade frictions.
Some version of variant 3(b) has been an element of the story of
Japanese predation told by U.S. chip producers since 1982. The factual
case for variant 3(b) was reasserted most recently by several analysts
60. See SemiconductorIndustryAssociation(1990b, p. 65).
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associated with the Semiconductor Industry Association and given wide
circulation by others citing their work.61 The starting point for the
argument is the "production coordination" by Japanese suppliers in
late 1985 and early 1986, which attracted little immediate public comment outside Japan (unlike the case in 1982, when the Justice Department became involved). The SIA analysis argues that moves to reduce
DRAM exports and production predated the Semiconductor Trade Arrangement and therefore must be independent of government policy.
They attribute "production coordination" instead to Japanese chip makers passing over some threshold of monopoly power as American producers withdrew:
The move toward productionregulationby the Japaneseproducers'
group began in 1985, well before the SemiconductorArrangementhad
even been conceptualized, much less actually put in place.

. .

. Thus,

by the thirdand fourthquartersof 1985, JapaneseDRAM producershad
few competitorsleft except each other. It was at this precise momentin late 1985-that reportsbeganto appearof joint actionsby the Japanese
DRAM producersto stabilize price competitionby coordinatedcurtailments in output.62
In fact, the historical record refutes the specifics of these claims.
Cuts in exports by the big Japanese producers occurred after political
pressure had been brought to bear on the industry by top politicians in
July of 1985. Furthermore, most U.S. firms dropped out of DRAMs
after the initial cuts in semiconductor exports by Hitachi, NEC, and
Toshiba in the summer of 1985. The strategy embodied in the STA was
not "conceptualized" for the first time in 1985. In response to political
pressure and government "guidance," Japanese chip exporters had cut
semiconductor exports back in 1982, 1981, possibly in 1979, and definitely in 1959, when Japan's market share was much smaller than in
1985.
In one known episode several Japanese producers have been described as having attempted to coordinate production of semiconductors
in the absence of a political initiative to deal with trade friction. This

61. The SIA analysisis repeateduncriticallyin U.S. Congress,Office of Technology
Assessment(1991, pp. 11-12) andin LauraD'AndreaTysonandDavidB. Yoffie, "Managing TradeandCompetitionin the SemiconductorIndustry,"in Tyson (1992, pp. 117-18).
62. Howell, Bartlett,and Davis (1992, p. 117).
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attempt apparently failed. In September of 1981, as prices for the newly
introduced 64K DRAM plummeted, NEC, Hitachi, and Fujitsu each
announced a freeze on increased production. Late that year producers
Oki and Mitsubishi broke ranks and announced output increases. As
Yui Kimura has noted, "This, together with the rapidly rising demand
[for 64K DRAMs], broke down the tacit agreement among NEC, Hitachi, and Fujitsu to hold back production."63
As 64K prices continued to fall in late 1981, trade frictions intensified. MITI intervened in February 1982, counseling restraint in " guidance" to Japanese producers. (In fact, Japanese market share in 64K
DRAMs peaked in the last quarter of 1981 and then went into sustained
decline.) Restraints on exports seemed to "stick" only after bureaucratic intervention to resolve a deepening external political crisis.
Thus, before the Semiconductor Trade Arrangement of 1986, episodes of successfully coordinated restraint on exports or output by
Japanese producers seem to have occurred only after bureaucrats and
politicians responded to trade friction. After the STA was signed, administrative mechanisms for coordination and control became much
more explicit and formal. Then, as foreign pressure led the Japanese
government to explicitly forswear production controls after 1987, and
to back off from price controls on exports to markets other than the
United States after 1989, the government's overt intervention in DRAMs
faded.
Even after 1989, the government fostered an environment in which
it was much easier for firms to cooperate and coordinate. After 1989
the government continued to encourage Japanese producers to exercise
''restraint,' and it continued to collect very detailed and accurate data
on DRAM production and exports. Nonetheless, the more visible instruments of direct Japanese government control had been removed. It
is after 1989 that it is most useful to examine whether DRAM producers
were showing any disposition to collude on their own.

Anecdotal Evidence on Private Collusion
The period from early 1989 through early 1990 is the most interesting
part of the five-year history of the STA from the standpoint of allegations
63. Kimura (1988, p. 66).
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of collusive behavior by Japanese companies. This is because market
DRAM prices in the United States and Japan remained considerably
above U.S. foreign market values at a time of weakening demand,
while companies were reducing their output levels well below capacity.
By this time the Japanese government was under considerable foreign
pressure to not intervene and order domestic chip producers to reduce
output. Understandably, the manner in which Japanese DRAM
producers were reducing their output prompted intense foreign
interest.
It would be helpful to use actual data on pricing and costs to examine
the credibility of allegations of collusive behavior empirically, but unfortunately no data on price-cost margins for DRAMs are available.
Some noisy information on average cost is available in public company
submissions to the Commerce Department filed as part of its FMVsetting process, but statistical procedures and assumptions, as well as
supplemental estimates of company output levels, are required to make
any inferences about marginal cost. The only direct evidence on the
question, then, is necessarily anecdotal.
Reportedly, the three largest producers of DRAMs in Japan cut output
sharply the day after an attempt by U.S. chip consumers and producers
to organize a DRAM manufacturing venture (U.S. Memories) finally
failed. The U.S. press fueled assertions that the Japanese were "acting
much like a cartel."64 Some close to the U.S. industry even charged
64. See David E. Sanger,"Contrastson Chips,"New YorkTimes,January18, 1990,
p. DI. Sangerwrites:"On thedaylastweekwhenAmericanelectronicscompaniesdecided
to abandontheircooperativeventureto makecomputerchips, theircompetitorsin Tokyo
had alreadymoved in lockstep. One by one, withinhours, Japan'sbiggest chip makers
announcedplansto cut theirproductionof one-megabitmemorychips. . . . Therewas far
too muchsupply,each companyexplainedin greatdetail, andunlessproductionwas cut,
prices would continueto fall drastically.The Japanesecompanies,despiterepeatedcontentionsthattheyarenow eachother'sfiercestcompetitors,wereactingmuchlike a cartel."
Sanger'saccountincorrectlyclaims that the Japanesecutbackplans were revealedafter
U.S. Memoriesfailed.Thecutbackswerereportedin theJapanesepresson Sunday,January
7, and in the U.S. press on Tuesday,January9. See "DrasticDropof IM DRAMPrice:
MakersReinforceProductionCut (10-15% StartingThis Month),"Nihon
Semiconductor
KeizaiShimbun,January7, 1990, p. 5; andG. PascalZachary,"Japan'sBiggestMemoryChipMakersAre CuttingOutputin Bid to Ease Glut," WallStreetJournal, January9,
1990, p. B4. The criticalmeetingat which the U.S. Memoriesproposalfailed was on
Wednesday,January10, and its failurewas publiclyannouncedon Monday,January15.
See StephenKreiderYoder, "U.S. Memoriesto AbandonBid for Chip Venture,"Wall
StreetJournal,January15, 1990, p. B4; "LessonsLingeras U.S. MemoriesFails," Wall
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that Japanese companies had flooded the market and forced prices down
in a deliberate effort to torpedo U.S. Memories.65
Actually, major Japanese companies had cut shipments and reduced
production long before U.S. Memories failed. After increasing production of IM DRAMs during the first quarter of 1989, domestic producers began to cut back production in the late spring, sliced shipments
even more, and increased their stocks of parts held in inventories. In
the early fall of 1989, large production cuts were announced by most
major producers of Japanese chips. At the end of July, NEC announced
that it had scaled back its plans for increasing production of IM DRAMs.
In September Toshiba, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi each reported that they
were cutting back their production levels by about 10 percent. In late
October NEC announced that it, too, would cut current production levels
in the first quarter of 1990.66
The press in Japan asserted that Japanese chip makers were collectively cutting back production to achieve "high price stabilization."
Mention of a "coordination structure" also reappeared in the trade
press. It was feared that a round of vicious price cutting, like that last
seen in 1985, was about to break out.67
In interviews with the author in November and December of 1989,
semiconductor executives at several Japanese companies were quite upStreetJournal,January16, 1990, p. B 1; andAndrewPollack,"MemoryChipCooperative
Is OfficiallyDeclaredDead," New YorkTimes,January16, 1990, p. DI.
65. Borrus(1990)wrote,"TheJapanesepressreportedthatJapanesefirmswerecreating
a glut in the marketto lower prices andthusdiscouragethe initiative[U.S. Memories]."
When contactedby the author,however, Borruswas unableto provideany citationsto
Japanesepress reports.The erroneousbelief thatJapanesemakersengineereda shortage
to kill U.S. Memorieswas possibly fueled by the story in the New YorkTimes,January
18, 1990,p. D-20: "No onehas suggestedthatJapan'sproductioncutsandtheabandonment
of U.S. Memoriesare directlyrelated.But both were spurredby a growingglut of chips,
aftertwo yearsof huge demand."
66. This basic chronologyof events in 1989 was reviewedby Hitachi'sH. Nakagawa
in "Semiconductorand EDP Market,"slides from a presentation,circa late 1989 (given
to authorin December1989). See NikkanKogyo, July29, 1989, p. 1; NihonKogyo, July
to Reduce IM-DRAMProduction
29, 1989, p. 1; "MajorSemiconductorManufacturers
by 10%from September,"Nihon Keizai Shimbun,September14, 1989, p. 10; Dempa
Shumbun,October31, 1989, p. 1; NikkanKogyo, October31, 1989, p. 1; and Nihon
Kogyo, October31, 1989, p. 5.
67. See "Spot Price Plunges:DarkCloudLingersover the SemiconductorMarket,"
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, August 13, 1989.
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front about their intention to continue to reduce DRAM production in
order to stabilize prices. Asked why, given current prices that were
certainly far above his company's production costs, he did not cut prices
in order to stimulate sales, one top executive motioned toward a skyscraper visible through the window. This was the headquarters of a
rival electronics giant. The man remarked that if he cut prices, his
neighbor would as well, setting off a round of continual price cutting.
Asked how he could know how much to cut production to stabilize
prices, without knowing the plans of other companies, his colleague
responded that the matter was complicated, with "many aspects." He
declined to elaborate.68
The subject of coordination among companies is obviously a delicate
one. It is very difficult to find someone with firsthand information who
is willing to discuss it, even on an unattributed basis. Nonetheless, I
did manage to interview someone who was present at meetings in Japan
where information on the production and capacity of individual companies was discussed by participants. According to his account, these
informal and unofficial meetings were attended by managers from the
semiconductor divisions of major Japanese companies. Each company
had available to it computer printouts of other companies' output and
capacity by product, and all companies had the same data in their
printouts. No government officials were present at these meetings.69
After 1989, observers writing in the Japanese trade press noted the
trend toward increasingly tight oligopoly control of Japanese DRAM
production. As one chip executive remarked to an American government
official in early 1990, Japanese DRAM manufacturers since the STA
"have moved from competing for market share to market sharing."
The trade arrangement at the very least played a catalytic role in this
move toward market sharing by Japanese producers. Whether cause or
effect of the STA, apparent coordinated action among Japanese producers was probably the most persuasive evidence for the claim that
the absence of U.S. manufacturing capability in semiconductors poses
strategic issues for the larger U.S. economy. I next want to consider
68. Author'sinterviewin Tokyo, December1989.
69. The last meetingattendedby my source, as of the date of my interview,was in
1990.
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what the cost to U.S. chip consumers might be if they faced a foreign
DRAM cartel and what they might be willing to spend to ensure that
a cartel could not be formed.
First, I develop a simple model of the product life cycle for semiconductors that assumes nonstrategic, noncooperative behavior by producers. I then show how strategic but noncooperative behavior might
change producers' decisions. Finally, I sketch a particular scenario for
cartel formation and simulate its effect on American chip consumers.

Modeling the Product Life Cycle for Semiconductors
My modeling efforts focus on the 1-megabit DRAM for two reasons.
First, it was the most recent generation of DRAM chip for which relatively reliable data were available at the time the research was begun.
Second, its product life cycle largely corresponded to the period of the
Semiconductor Trade Arrangement. This second consideration was particularly important, since I wished to approximate the potential impact
of collusive behavior over a period when it was alleged to have occurred.
The argument that collusive behavior could have significant effects
in DRAMs is not inherently unreasonable. The industrial organization
of the supplier industry for DRAMs is depicted in table 2, which calculates the Hirschman-Herfindahl index of concentration and the share
of global supply coming from firms headquartered in different countries
over time. The Hirschman-Herfindahl index (HHI) calculated here will
range in value from 1 (most concentrated, with all output produced by
a single firm) to 0 (approached with perfect competition).
In DRAMs, levels of concentration (generally at or above the 0. 1
level) were considerably greater than that measured in the semiconductor market as a whole. In 1987, for example, the HHI for the fifty
largest U.S. semiconductor-producing companies was 0.0539, down
from 0.0597 in 1982.70 What this probably indicates is that semiconductor firms tend to specialize in particular types of products. It is also
evident that HHIs vary enormously over the product life cycle, with
values of 1 when the first firm introduces a new generation chip, drop70. See Bureau of the Census, 1987 Census of Manufactures: Concentration Ratios in

Manufacturing,Departmentof Commerce,1991, pp. 6-38.
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Table 2. Global Production of Dynamic Random Access Memory Chips
Percentageof globalproduction
Hirschman- Topfive
Herfindahl Japanese
producers
index
Year

Other
Japanese
producers

U.S.
European Korean
producers producers producers

64K DRAM
1979

0.525

67

33

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0.264
0.178
0.129
0.108
0.092
0.091
0.099
0.106
0.170
0.273

59
67
60
53
48
54
56
44
19
4

41
28
33
38
38
31
19
20
21
34

6
6
7
10
7
11
13
22
17

2
4
4
5
6
1

4
10
17
37
45

256K DRAM
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1.000
0.265
0.213
0.165
0.135
0.102
0.091
0.078

100
92
89
82
77
55
46
43

1
3
3
5
11
18
19

7
9
15
15
24
28
25

1
2
2
3

2
9
7
10

3
5

2
11

5

15

IM DRAM
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

0.964
0.369
0.347
0.173
0.135

99
87
93
78
54

6
10
16

1
13
1
6
14

1989

0.110

45

15

21

Source: Author'scalculationsbased on unpublishedDataquestInc. data.
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ping over time as others enter the business, then rising again at the end
of the life cycle as firms phase out their production of the older product
and shift to newer items.
Thus, consideration of whether excessive monopoly power exists,
or whether the industry is "more concentrated" than the historical
norm, cannot be independent of the product's position in the product
cycle. One convenient measure of how advanced in the product cycle
a generation of product might be is cumulative output over time (see
figure 6). Historically, HHJs in this product have tended toward 0. 1 as
mass production peaked. During the early years of production of IM
and 256K DRAMs, the industry was somewhat more concentrated than
the historical norm. By 1989, however, concentration in both these
products looked similar to earlier historical levels.
While variation in producer concentration may not be much of a
potential factor in analyzing DRAM market conditions over the 198689 period, geographic concentration offers greater promise. In 1986,
when the Semiconductor Trade Arrangement was signed, Japanese market share was 67 percent for 64K DRAMs, 82 percent for 256K DRAMs,
and 99 percent for IM DRAMs. Thus, reductions by Japanese producers
in production or exports could have greatly affected aggregate worldwide supply of DRAMs.
Memory chips have a reputation as the "commodity" product par
excellence within the semiconductor industry. They are a high-volume,
standardized good, and almost perfect substitution among different
manufacturers' offerings is the norm. The largest single segment in the
U.S. semiconductor market, memory chips accounted for 28 percent
of sales and 34 percent of integrated circuit consumption in 1989.71
The dominant product (almost two-thirds of memory sales) was the
dynamic random access memory. DRAMS alone accounted for 20 percent of American consumption of integrated circuits in 1989. The first
widely used commercial DRAM, the 1K memory (K means 1,024 bits
of information), was introduced in 1970 by American semiconductor
companies.

71. Based on U.S. marketestimatesfrom BernardC. Cole, "In Chips, the Demand
StaysStrong," Electronics,January1990,p. 83. Onlya smallfractionof DRAMsconsumed
is manufactured
withinthe UnitedStates;DRAMsaccountfor a muchsmallershareof the
value of U.S. production.
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At center stage in the continuing saga of technological improvement
in DRAMs sits constant advance in semiconductor manufacturing processes. Improvements in fabrication technology have steadily reduced
the size of electronic circuit elements and shrunk chip size. Three or
more "die shrinks" typically occur over the life cycle of a givencapacity DRAM within a single company. The smaller the chip size,
the more chips that can be crammed onto the surface of the circular
silicon wafers that are the essential raw material for integrated circuits.
Together with the fine-tuning of production processes that produces
more "good" nondefective chips in any batch of wafers, these "die
shrinks" lead to a steadily rising number of good chips per wafer starting
down the production line.
Processing costs are the largest component of manufacturing costs.
Therefore, improving yields-the number of good chips that can be
extracted from some area of the processed silicon wafers-is the key
to being profitable in commodity-like market segments, like DRAMs,
where proprietary design details count for little. Yield improvement
comes from better control over the manufacturing process (learningby-doing) as well as from die shrinks (cramming more parts onto a
in unit cost that
given surface area). Learning economies-declines
come from experience-are critical. The conventional industry wisdom
asserts that every doubling in cumulative output brings a 28 percent
decline in unit costs.72
Four features of DRAM production (and, more generally, semiconductor production) need to be addressed by models of the industry. The
first is the important role of learning economies, the manner in which
the net output from a given semiconductor fabrication facility rises with
accumulated production experience. This creates what amounts to dynamic economies of scale.
The second feature is capacity constraints. There are long gestation
lags between when facilities are started and when they are capable of
mass production. It typically takes a year to a year and a half for a new
facility to become operational. Debugging manufacturing processes on
"pilot production" can take another six months to a year.73
72. Noyce (1977, p. 67).
fabricationfacilityin Taiwanrecentlyreportedthat
73. A newlyopenedstate-of-the-art
it took four monthsto qualifyproductionprocesses, followed by five monthsof further
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Third, product life cycles are short because of accelerated technological change. In DRAMs, a new, higher density memory chip is
introduced about every three years. The older chips then become obsolete. The new chips use manufacturing processes that are technologically more advanced. Therefore, new production facilities are needed,
or old facilities must be extensively retrofitted. Thus, capacity for a
given generation of chip is essentially locked in at the beginning of the
product life cycle. By the time the product is entering large-scale mass
production, it is essentially too late to enter the market.
Finally, models should take into account large investments in research and development. In recent years chip producers have claimed
that semiconductor R&D expenditures average 10 percent to 15 percent
of sales. The sunk investment required for product and process R&D
for a new generation of DRAM has been roughly equal to the cost of
a high-volume manufacturing facility. This investment has been increasing rapidly. For the upcoming 256-megabit DRAM, for example,
industry sources have estimated both the R&D and plant investment
required to be about $1 billion each.74
In my stylized model of the industry, a DRAM producer produces
a homogeneous commodity, perfectly substitutable for that of other
producers. I assume that a DRAM producer faces a fixed period over
which the DRAM is sold and that costs for developing and producing
the product are relevant to that generation of DRAM alone. (Difficult
issues concerning the timing of the switchover from one generation of
DRAM to another and intergenerational externalities are ignored.) The
product life cycle begins at time 0 and ends at time 1. Hence, the unit
of time is the "product life cycle." Every producer faces revenue
function R, giving total revenues at any moment t as a function of his
own production y(t), and the aggregate output of all other producers,
x(t). All revenues and costs are measured in constant dollars.

workto raiseproductionfrom 1,000 to 10,000 wafersa month.This facilityhas a current
productionrateof 15,000 wafersper month.See WiemerandBurnett(1992, pp. 96-98).
74. Commentsby an IBM executiveat the Workshopon GovernmentRoles in CommercialTechnology,KennedySchoolof Government,HarvardUniversity,September14,
1992. "Accordingto estimatesfrom IBM, Siemens, and Toshiba,the cost of designing
and qualifyinga quarter-micron
processis in excess of $1 billion." AdamGreenbergand
J. RobertLineback,"IBM,Toshiba,Siemensin 256MDRAMAlliance,"ElectronicNews,
July 20, 1992, p. 4.
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Spence has shown that a rational firm, as it takes into account the
cost-reducing effect of current production on future production costs,
will equate marginal revenue to a value below its current short-run
marginal cost of production.75 The Spence model is rather unsuitable
for analyzing production decisions in an industry, like the semiconductor industry, where capacity constraints may be important. Nevertheless, it shows that even with nonstrategic behavior-that is, with a
firm taking production decisions by competitors as given, independent
rational firms will engage in "forward
of its actions-economically
pricing. " In other words, they will choose output levels where marginal
revenue lies below their current short-run marginal cost. Following
Spence, for simplicity, I ignore discounting over time because product
life cycles are short, and the additional complexity would be substantial.
In semiconductor production, plant capacity may be measured in
terms of "wafer starts," the number of slices of silicon, on which
integrated circuits are etched, that can be processed per unit of time.
At any moment t, w(E(t)) functioning chips are yielded per wafer
processsed, where w is an increasing function of E(t)- 'experience"
through time. How one defines relevant "experience" is a subject I
explore later. I parametrize the impact of output, y, on relevant experience, E, as
dE
dt

y
Kz'

where K is capacity, and y is a parameter taking on a value between 0
and 1. For notational simplicity, time will sometimes be suppressed as
an argument of time-varying variables.
Some of the variable cost of producing a chip is incurred with every
wafer processed, and some of the cost is incurred only with good,
yielded chips (assembly and final test, for example). If a wafer-processing facility is utilized at rate u(t) (u between 0 and 1), total variable
costs at any moment are dy + cuK, where d is assembly and final test
cost per good, yielded chip, and c is processing cost per wafer start.
Note that y(t,K) = w(E(t)) u(t) K.
Up-front, sunk costs independent of output levels (like R&D) are
equal to F, and fixed capital investment costs required for a facility
75. Spence(1981).
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processing K wafer starts are equal to r per wafer start. The producer's
problem is to maximize

(1)

maxu(t),K

f

[R(x(t), y(t))

-

dy(t) - cu(t)K -rK]

dt

-

F

0

with y(t)
s.t. E = KY

w(E(t)) u(t) K
w(E(t)) u(t) K>-.

Thus, there are two sources of "fixed" costs in my model. The first
is F, the sunk cost of company entry into the DRAM business. The
second is rK, the capital costs required to build wafer fabrication capacity of size K (measured in millions of product-cycle wafer starts).
If plants are of some standard size, then K is proportional to the number
of plants.
Assume firms simultaneously choose initial capacity investments K
and a time path for utilization rates, which gave rise to a path for output
over time. My assumption that capacity investments in DRAMs are
committed at the beginning of the product cycle is not terribly unrealistic. As noted earlier, it usually takes a year or more to get a new
fabrication facility up and running, and a new generation of DRAM is
introduced roughly every three years.76
For the moment, take y to equal 0. In other words, absolute cumulative production is the relevant measure of experience. As in the
Spence model, I assume a Cournot-Nash equilibrium in output paths.
Given rivals' actual choices of capacity and a time profile for the utilization rate, (1) is maximized by every firm. For the moment the
behavior of firms in this static game is nonstrategic, since they take
their rivals' output choices as unaffected by their own.77
76. The worldrecordfor bringinga new fabricationfacility on line seems to be held
by NMB Semiconductor.It claimsthatit tookonly nine monthsto go fromgroundbreaking
fora new factoryto initialproductionof 256KDRAMsin 1985. See LarryWaller,"DRAM
Users and Makers:ShotgunMarriagesKick In," Electronics,November1988, pp. 2930.
77. The alternativeis to set up a two-stagecompetitionamongrival firms. Capacity
investmentis the initial stage followed by a second stage in which firmschoose output
pathssubjectto capacityconstraints.The solutionof the static game presentedhere cor-
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Spence's Model

If wafer-processing capacity K is not fixed over the life cycle but is
continuously variable, as is implicit in Spence's formulation, then we
have a special case of the above model in which r is 0 (capital costs
are included in wafer-processing cost c and some arbitrary initial scale
for capacity K is set), capital is a completely variable input, and a
producer is free to choose any nonnegative u-that is, u is unbounded
above, not bounded by 1 and produce any yielded chip output desired.
Under these circumstances, formal maximization of objective function
(1) yields the first-order condition
c

(2)

y

w

K-

Note that u is chosen so that marginal revenue is set equal to current
marginal cost (d + clw) less a term proportional to nonnegative adjoint
variable 8, which captures the future cost-reducing effects of current
production. Adjoint variable 8, in turn, is determined by the transversality condition
(3)

8

(1) = 0

and equation of motion
(4)

=

C

--uKWE.

w

By differentiating both sides of equation 2 with respect to time, we
immediately see that marginal revenue, Ry, must be constant over time
and therefore by equation 3 equal to current marginal cost at the end
of the product cycle, d + clw(E(1)).
In short, with continuously variable capacity, profit-maximizing producers will choose their output so that marginal revenue equals their
terminal (not current!) marginal cost. This is so-called forward pricing.
respondsto the open-loop(nonstrategic)equilibriumof this two-stagegame, in which a
firm'sfirst-periodchoice of capacitytakesits rivalschoices in bothperiodsas given. The
alternativeequilibriumconceptwill assumesecond-periodsubgameperfectness(thatfirms
take into accountthe effect of theirfirst-periodcapacitychoices on theirrivals' secondperiodoutputpaths).This createsstrategic interactionsamongfirms. See Dixit (1986, p.
114);and Shapiro(1989, pp. 383-86).
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With a constant elasticity, and autonomous demand, a constant price
proportional to terminal marginal cost will result.
Although this model provides an appealing explanation of the phenomenon of forward pricing, a notable empirical feature of business
practice within the semiconductor industry, the actual trajectory of
pricing suggested by this model (with a constant elasticity demand,
price is fixed at some constant level over the entire product cycle) is
quite inconsistent with observed behavior.78 Chip prices typically drop
very quickly over the first part of the product cycle, drop less quickly
as the product approaches maturity, and fall very slowly, if at all, at
the end. A more realistic treatment of capacity constraints yields a more
plausible trajectory for prices.
The Baldwin-Krugman Conundrum
The pioneering attempt to incorporate learning economies into a
stylized empirical model of the semiconductor industry is that of Baldwin and Krugman.79 To simulate the impact of market closure policies,
the B-K model focuses on regional segmentation of the U.S. and Japanese semiconductor markets. Its approach to producer behavior differs
significantly from that of Spence. Baldwin and Krugman constrain firms
to operate at full capacity over the entire product cycle; the choice
variable for the firm is initial capacity, which (once set) determines
output levels over the entire product life cycle. The first-order condition
for an optimum is that the life-cycle revenue created from the addition
of a marginal unit of wafer-processing capacity just equals the cost of
building and operating that marginal unit of wafer-processing capacity.
(Since all capacity is always fully utilized, the distinction I am drawing
between investment costs and wafer-processing costs is immaterial.)
78. Dick (1991) invokesthe Spencemodelto motivatehis assumptionsaboutthe time
pathof semiconductorpricesover theproductlife cycle, buthe ignoresthe constantpricing
predictionof the Spencemodel.
79. Baldwinand Krugman(1988). A somewhatdifferentexpositionof this model is
differsin some
given in Helpmanand Krugman(1989, chap. 8). The laterinterpretation
significantrespectsfromB-K. Forexample,thelearningcurvein B-Khas yields improving
with cumulativewafersprocessed(faultychips have the same yield-enhancingeffects as
good ones), while H-K presentsa moreconventionalview of the learningcurve,with yield
ratesrisingwith cumulativeoutputof yielded(good)chips. The B-K assumptionon yields,
while not the acceptedapproachto modelingyield improvementwithinthe industry,simplifies the mathematicalstructureof the model.
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Firms in the Spence model are never capacity constrained; firms in
the B-K model always operate at their capacity constraint. Firms in the
Spence model are forward pricing-maintaining marginal revenue constant over the life cycle, equal to their terminal marginal cost. The
B-K model has marginal revenue-and price-falling smoothly over
the life cycle. Thus, while the striking forward-pricing behavior of the
Spence model has disappeared (though not all forward pricing), a more
empirically plausible path for prices has replaced it.80
Unfortunately, when Baldwin and Krugman actually calibrated their
model to empirical data, their results indicated that in the intuitively
appealing case of a Cournot-Nash equilibrium in output, only two firms
would populate the industry in zero profit equilibrium, in part because
of the steep declines in unit cost from learning economies assumed.81
This gross deviation from a realistic market structure led them (despite
their theoretical reservations about the approach) to specify firm behavior in terms of conjectural variations, and even this tactic yielded
disturbingly high conjectural variations, fueling doubts about the underlying model.82 As I note below, Baldwin and Krugman actually
underestimated learning economies as reported in the sources they cite,
deepening the perplexity created by their results.
As Krishna notes, the algebraic tractability created by the simplicity
of the B-K specification of firm behavior has been purchased by excluding the possibility of some interesting forms of strategic competition.83(Because Baldwin and Krugman empirically calibrate conjectural
variations, strategic interactions among firms exist.) Investments in
capacity may be undertaken to convince rivals to reduce output, to exit,
or to dissuade them from entering an industry, creating additional mo80. Thereis greatconfusionin the industryabout "forwardpricing." Does it mean
learningeconomies are to be taken into accountwhen forecastingmarginalcosts, and
prices,forfuturedeliveriesin forwardcontractswithlargecustomers?Or-as in theSpence
model-does it meanproducingquantitiessuchthatmarginalrevenuefalls belowmarginal
the lattercan hold even whenoutputis capacityconstrained(unlikethe
cost?Furthermore,
Spencemodel). In my model price is below both currentmarginalcost and averagecost
output
in the earliestportionof the productcycle (see table4). Thus, capacity-constrained
andaggressiveforwardpricinga la Spencearenot mutuallyinconsistent.You areproducing
as muchas you can and reducingpriceto whateverlevel is neededto sell it all.
81. See Baldwinand Krugman(1988, p. 185).
82. Ibid., p. 195; andHelpmanand Krugman(1989, p. 173).
83. Krishna(1988).
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nopoly power that can then be exploited. Constrainingfirmsto operate
at full capacity over the entire productlife cycle may restrictthem to
suboptimaloutputpaths, where monopolypower is not fully exploited.
It also hinders analysis of interesting policy questions regardingthe
potentialwelfare effect of strategicpolicies thatmay foster the creation
and exercise of monopoly power.
A variantof the B-K model can be fit into the frameworkoutlined
above for the Spence model. Utilization rate u is constrainedto equal
1 at all times, and objective function (1) is maximizedwith respect to
K alone. The righthandside of equation4 is replacedby a morecomplex
variant (correspondingto u = 1), and a new equationdeterminingoptimal capacity choice is added:
(5)

R([

-

d

-

-

+

-

uw

-

y

uw

-

r)

dt =

0,

where the B-K specification fixes u equal to 1 and y equal to 0.
A More Realistic Model

It is possible to create a more realistic model of the semiconductor
productcycle.84Firms in this model can continuouslyadjustoutput, as
in the Spence model, yet they also face capacity constraintsas in the
B-K model.
The firm's problemis to maximize equation 1 by choosing an initial
level of capacity K and a profile for time-varyingutilization rate u(t)
for that capacity, which determinesoutputat any momentin time. The
optimal level of capacity chosen satisfies equation5; the lefthandside
of this equation can be interpretedas the net marginalreturnon additional investmentin capacity. Oversome intervalthe optimalpathmust
be capacity constrained (u(t) = 1).

The optimalpathfor u(t) will be made up of three segments:interior
segments, where 0 > u > 1; lower boundarysegments, where u = 0;
andupperboundarysegments, whereu = 1. Withinan interiorsegment,
equations 2 and 4 will hold, as in the Spence model, as will a form of
84. The full details of this model may be found in Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming,
chaps. 6 and 7).
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forwardpricing: marginalrevenue will be held constant, set equal to
currentmarginalcost less 6/KA-the marginalcost-reducingvalue (over
the remainderof the productlife cycle) of an additionalunitof outputat the endpointof this interval.
With additional assumptions, one can sharpenthe characterization
of the optimal behavior of a profit-maximizingfirm. I assume a symmetric industryequilibriumwith N identical firms;an autonomousdemand (that is, not an explicit function of time); and concavity of total
industryrevenuesin industryoutput(as would be the case, for example,
with a constantelasticity demandfunctionandpriceelasticityexceeding
unity). Though a Nash equilibriumin utilization rates is assumed for
the moment,for expositionalpurposesI parametrizea firm'sperceptions
of otherfirms' reactionsto changes in its outputin termsof a constant,
nonnegativeconjecturalvariation. The two interestingcases that motivate this parametrizationare Cournot-Nashequilibrium(conjectural
variationequal to 0) and a collusive, constantmarketsharecartel (conjectural variationequal to N - 1).85
Under these assumptions, optimal u must decline over an interior
segment, and u mustbe continuousin time. Therefore,the optimalpath
of the utilizationrate must look like an upperboundarysegment, possibly followed by an interior segment, possibly followed by a lower
boundarysegment. Along a lower boundarysegment, where u = 0, 8
will be constantand thereforeequal to its terminalvalue, 0. Thus, the
Spence forward-pricingresult of marginalrevenue being set equal to
terminalmarginal cost will hold whenever we are producingbut are
not capacityconstrained(thatis, 0 < u < 1, along an interiorsegment).
Now assume that firm marginalrevenue exceeds the initial value of
currentmarginalcost as industryoutputapproacheszero, so some productionwill always be profitable.This mustbe the case with a constant
elasticity demand.We can then exclude the possibility of lower boundary segmentsoccurringalong the optimal path in a symmetricequilib85. The main behavioralassumptionexcludedby a nonnegativeconjecturalvariation
is Bertrandcompetitionin prices. Because DRAMs are essentiallya homogeneouscommoditysold in well-developedsecondaryspot markets,specifyingthatproducerssell at a
singlemarketpriceandchoose quantitiessold is the naturalassumption.Moreover,Kreps
and Scheinkman(1983) have shown that in a two-stagegame,wherefirst-stagecapacity
investmentsarefollowedby a second-stageBertrandgame in pricesanda particular("efficient")rationingrule, the outcomeis a Cournot-Nashequilibriumin output.
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rium. Note that nothing about the specific shape of the learningcurve
(functionw)-beyond the fact that it is increasingin experience(WE >
0)-has been assumed in arriving at this characterizationof optimal
policy.
This model of the semiconductorproductlife cycle capturesboth the
importanceof capacity investments and the ability of firms to fully
exploit what monopoly power they enjoy by varying utilization rates
over time. It is simple enough to be empiricallytractable.Firms will
make some capacityinvestment,runat thatcapacityfull blast for some
period of time, then possibly switch to a constant output path (with
constant marginalrevenue, but decreasing utilization of capacity, as
yields continue to rise) over the remainderof the productlife cycle. I
note parentheticallythat a periodof full-blast productionduringwhich
yields rise very sharplyis a pervasive featureof producerbehaviorin
this industryand has been given its own special name: "ramp-up."
The model sketched out thus far takes the numberof firms in the
industry-which will affect profitabilityand pricing-as given. One
naturalway to close the model is to specify thatfirmsenterthe industry
until rents earnedby producers(the integrandin equation 1) just equal
zero. The zero profitconditionthen determinesN, the numberof firms
enteringthe industry. (I ignore the complicationscreatedif one insists
that N be an integer.)

Further Assumptions
My next step is to take this simple control model and try and derive
a particularfirm's behavior over time. Let the time at which a firm
switches from full-blast productionto constant-outputproductionbe t,
(with full-blastproductionover the entireproductlife cycle an important
possibility). I approximatethe learningcurve by specifying that
(6)

w(E) = fE%, with E(O) = Eo, 0 '

e

' 1.

Learning Economies

Equation 6 gives yielded chips per wafer, w, as a function of experience, E. This functionalform is best regardedas an approximation:
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Figure 4. EmpiricalApproximationof the LearningCurve
Yieldedchips perwafer

Empiricalapproximation

Truelearningcurve

I
;

I

~~~~~~I

I

I
I

Experience
Source:See text.

mass productiontypically starts at initially low yields; after a period,
yields rise quickly, then flatten out in a pattern closer to a logistic
curve.86Analyticaltractabilityis the groundsfor selecting this approximation. Note that a "dummy" experience value Eo is used as an
argumentin the functionto specify some initial nonzeroyield. Without
this constant, yields would stay at zero forever.87The assumed approximationto the "true" learningcurve is depicted in figure 4. The
approximationsomewhatdistortsyields, output,andpricingin the very
earliest portionof the productcycle.
Defining "experience" raises additionalissues. It is customaryto
use cumulativeoutput as a proxy for experience in empirical studies,
86. For depictionsof changes of wafer yields over time in DRAM production,see
IntegratedCircuitEngineering(1988, pp. 6-35); and Stapperandothers(1982, p. 540).
87. Baldwinand Krugmanuse the same functionalform but do not face the "stuck"
yield problembecause the argumentin their learningcurve is experiencein processing
gross wafers, not yielded good chips. Generally,industrypracticein estimatinglearning
curvesis to use yieldedgood chips as the argument.
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and most empirical studies of learningeconomies have taken this approach. But using absolute, company-wide productionexperience as
the determinantof any single facility's productivityimplies that, say,
ten facilities runningin parallel producethe same yields at the end of
a period as runninga single facility to producethe same total output
over a much longer period. In the semiconductorindustryit is widely
believedthatimprovedmanufacturing
yields come fromtwo mainsources
that are iterative and sequential: refinementsof the operation of the
productionline (with each new refinementbuilding on previous experience) and die shrinks(reductionsin the feature size for chip designs
made possible by improved use of existing process equipment). That
is, lessons learned from running a line over some period of time are
then appliedto refinethe operationof thatline over a subsequentperiod.
By this logic, if identical productionlines are run in an identical
fashion over the same period of time, then the same "lessons" are
being learned, in parallel, on each line. Yields at the end of the period
shouldbe no higherthanif only a single line were being run. Of course,
if a new line-a line with less experience and lower yields-was put
into operationafter an older line had been runningfor some time, and
if all the fruits of greaterexperience could be transferredacross facilities, then the maximum experience on any one line would be the
"experience" variable determiningproductionyields. Because all investmentoccurs at a single initial momentin my simple model, all lines
will have identical productionexperienceat any subsequentmomentin
time, and cumulativeoutput per facility is the desired measureof experience.

The lessons learnedon differentlines, however, may not be the same
if completely differentexperimentsin productionrefinementare being
conductedat every productionfacility. If, once again, experience can
be completely transferredacross facilities, and there is no duplication
in lessons learnedin different facilities, then company-wide, absolute
cumulative output, ratherthan cumulativeoutputper facility, may be
the relevant experience variable.88Indeed, the transferof experience
across facilities is quite costly.89
88. Or perhapseven industry-widecumulativeoutput,if completecross-companydiffusion of the lessons of productionexperienceoccurs.
89. See Stapperand others(1982). "Thus, much of the accumulatedknowhowwith
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A related issue is whetherintercompanylearningeffects are significant. Are yields influencedby not just one particularfab line or company's experience, but by the experience of other companies?Such a
specificationwould requiresubstantialchanges in the model developed
here. However, empirical analysis of company data on IM DRAM
productiondetailed elsewhere producedno evidence that such effects
were significant.90
One way to parametrizethese differences in the conceptualization
of how learningeconomies work is to define experience as cumulative
output divided by K7. Gammatakes on value 0 if absolute, companywide cumulativeoutput is the correct experience variable and value 1
if experienceper facility (or unit capacity)is what is relevant.91(With
individual fab-line data-unfortunately unavailable-this hypothesis
could actually be tested.) This means
with some initial E(O) = Eo

=

defines E(t).92 My approachwill be an agnostic one. I will solve the
model using both 0 and 1 as possible values for y, and then I will ask
respectto semiconductorprocessingtechnologycomes from a sectionwhereit cannotbe
documented.Forthisreason,whenengineersareunableto travel,the transferof technology
becomesdifficult." IshiharaandWakabayashi(1991, p. 18).
90. Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming).
91. The relationshipbetweenthis specificationandthe "perfab" and"per company"
specificationsof learningeffects may be sketchedout as follows. Let Y be total company
output;q, outputperfab;K, companycapacity;f, capacityperfab (plantsize); m, number
of fabs per company.The basic hypothesisis thatE = q mW,with p an "appropriability"
parametertakingon value 0 if only the plant'sown experienceis relevantto yields and
value 1 if all company-ownedplants'experienceis relevant.Any intermediatedegreeof
can be assumed by choosing the appropriatevalue for p. Since m =
appropriability
Y

K

, andq

=

K thenE

=

( y)

Y
-,

I - p. If capacityis measuredin unitssuch that

f approximatelyequals 1, then my assumedrelationshipholds as it stands.If not, rescale
experience variable E as E' = YIK7 = E f-',

and substitute for E in equation 6.

92. Note thatan alternativespecificationmightmakecumulativeoutput,or cumulative
outputperunitcapacity,the statevariable,subjectto some initialvalue, andit mightmake
this alternativestatevariabletimesK to some powerthe argumentof w, the functiongiving
yield per wafer. Such a specification,however,makesinitialyield (with no experience)a
functionof the scale of capacityinvestment,which is undesirable.(In thatcase increasing
or decreasingcapacitysimplyto raiseinitialyieldon everyline will playanentirelyartificial
role in determiningoptimalcapacity.)
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which seems to predict more empirically plausible behavior. The "true"
value almost certainly lies somewhere between these two extremes, but
my judgment is that it should be substantially closer to 1. Parameter 'y
plays a critical role in defining the nature of an industry equilibrium
and resolves the B-K conundrum.93
Final Test and Assembly Yields
A tested, just-fabricated "good" die (one that has passed "probe"
test) is not yet a finished integrated circuit (has not passed "final" test).
The dice produced on the wafer fabrication line must then be assembled
into a sealed package and subjected to a rigorous final testing process.
While yields of good tested chips assembled from "good" dice may
show some evidence of a "learning curve," the impact of learning in
this stage of the IC production process is thought to be quite small
relative to learning economies in the wafer fabrication phase of IC
manufacturing. I will model assembly and final test yields by assuming
a fixed yield of final good chips from "good" dice produced on the
wafer fab line. Here v = (y, where v is "net" good, assembled, and
tested ICs produced from quantity y of "gross" good dice yielded by
wafer fabrication.94
93. Theempiricalliteratureon learningcurvesgives us littlehelpin decidingthecorrect
specification.If dataon cumulativeoutputfroma given facility, or aggregatedatafrom a
groupof facilities with fixed capacities,are used to estimatethe relationshipy = w K
using equation6 (andEo = 0 assumed),we get
Ln[y(t)] = a + E Ln[Q(t)].
The naturallog of total outputis a linearfunctionof the naturallog of cumulativeoutput
Q, even if cumulativeoutputper unit capacityis the relevantexperiencevariable.The
effectsof capacitysize, K, havebeenabsorbedintoconstanta. Datafromdifferentfacilities
of varying size within a single company, or from differentcompanies, along with an
additionalvariablecontrollingfor capacitysize, are requiredto identifyandestimate'y.
94. In otherwords,I will convertnet, finishedIC demandto a gross (defect-inclusive)
demandfor fabricatedchips, then pose the optimizationproblemin termsof choosing a
time pathfor waferfab outputy (as opposedto net outputt y). I ignorethe additionalyield
losses in the assemblyand finaltest stages of production.(The criticalassumptionis that
all "good" chips coming off the wafer fab line incurall the costs of assemblyand final
test beforebeing culled again.) In interpretingthe results, we divide all "gross" per unit
cost and revenuemeasures(like price, marginalrevenue, marginalcost) emergingfrom
the optimizationanalysisby (, in orderto get the "net" cost and revenuemeasuresper
good unit observedin the chip marketplace.
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DRAM Demand

We must specify a demand function for DRAMs, and an industry
structure,in orderto calculatemarginalrevenueRyII assumea constant
elasticity demandfunction of the form
z = otP,

(7)

where z is aggregatedemandfor DRAMs and P is DRAM price. With
an industrymade up of N identical firms, a firm's marginalrevenueRy
is given by
(8)

+ I

R

where parameteroaequals the conjecturalvariationplus one, divided
by N, the numberof firms. With Cournot-Nashcompetition, oais 1/N,
with a constant market share cartel, 1.

Plausible Parameter Values

The final step in my simulation of firm behavior was to decide on
empirically plausible parametervalues to be used in this model. A
significant effort was devoted to constructingrealistic and accurate
parameterestimates.95 Table 3 shows the values used.
Note thatmy estimateof learningeconomies-an elasticity of about
0.5-is significantly larger than that used by Baldwin and Krugman.
Multiplesources and empiricalmethods yielded a value in this neighborhood;indeed, B-K's own sources, when correctlyinterpreted,suggest a similarvalue.96The estimate of IM DRAM own-priceelasticity
95. Fordetails, see Flamm(Brookings,forthcoming).
96. In DRAMsthereareseveralpublishedreportsof an empirical72 percent"learning
curve,"meaningthatcurrentunitcost dropsby 28 percentwithevery doublingof output,
cost as the only cost element
to E = 0.47. Witha constantwafer-processing
corresponding
(the modelwhichunderliesthese studies),we have
unit cost =

w

= (c)E E -

A learningelasticityE equalto 0.47 is solved fromthe 72 percentlearningcurve:2 =
0.72. See Noyce (1977);U.S. Congress,Officeof TechnologyAssessment(1983, p. 76).
Engineersat IBM, on the basis of studiesof productioncosts for IBM bipolarintegrated
circuitsin the 1960sand 1970s, deriveda virtuallyidentical71 percentlearningcurve.See
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Table 3. Empirical Parameter Values

Parameter

Assumedvalue

"level" of life cycle demandfor
assembledandtestedunits at $1 per chip

190,000 millionunits

priceelasticityof demand

- 1.5

Symbol
xoo

shareof yielded good chips as fractionof
good dice afterassemblyand finaltest

0.9

(x

level of demandfor "gross" fabricated
dice (includingunitsrejectedat finaltest)

o(-(1+>

4)

waferfabricationyield, learningcurve
"level" parameter

Eo

initial "experience"at time 0

0.01

E

experienceelasticityof waferfabrication
yield

0.49

ly

(gamfna)parameterdetermining
experiencevariable

m

overheadexpenseper dollarof direct
cost
manufacturing

d

package,assembly,and finaltest cost per
fabricatedunit

$0.75 (1 + m)

c

fabricationcost per processedwafer

$390 (1 + m)

r

capitalcost per unit life cycle waferprocessingcapacity

$240 (1 + m)

31

0-1
0.36

Source: Author's calculations. See text.

13,again based on my own empiricalresearch,was taken to be - 1.5,
somewhat lower (in absolute value) than other estimates found in a
sparse and rather inadequate published literature.97A value of 190
billion was used as an estimate of productlife cycle demand "level"
Harding(1981, p. 652). Webbink's1977 surveyof the integratedcircuitindustrynotes
thatinterviewedcompaniesbelievedE to generallylie in the 0.32 to 0.52 range,depending
on type of device. Webbink(1977, p. 52). BaldwinandKrugmanappearto have erredin
interpretingthe numberin the 1983 OTA study's reportof a 72 percentlearningcurve.
They assumethatE = 0.28, when it actuallycorrespondsto E = 0.47!
97. My empiricalestimatesof learningcurve parametersare based on two types of
datafor the IM DRAM generationalone:engineeringestimatesof yieldedchips over the
five-yearlife of a "typical" IM DRAM fab and company-specificdataon outputover a
five-quarter
periodwhenall facilitiesarebelievedto havebeenrunningat close to capacity.
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ot.98To transformthis demandfunction to a demandfor "gross" fabricateddice (priorto test and assembly losses), it was assumedthat net
outputof tested and finishedchips equals0.9 times good dice produced
in wafer fab.99With the functional form assumed, a simple transformationof a is merely substitutedfor its originalvalue in orderto derive
the appropriateinverse demandfunction for "gross" chip output.100

Model Solution
Next, I briefly summarizethe methodused to solve numericallyfor
an optimal policy. It is useful to categorize optimal policies in terms
of two possibilities. One possibility is that full-blast productionis followed by an "interiorsegment" where a firmis producingat less than
full capacity. In this case an optimalpolicy boils down to picking both
an optimal capacity K and some optimal time t, to switch from fullblast productionto constant-outputproduction.The second possibility
is that the firm runs at full capacity throughoutthe productcycle. In
this latter regime necessary conditions for the firm are used only to
solve for an optimal capacity.
Optimal Output Decisions with Interior Segments

Whenthe firmproducesat less thanfull capacity, an optimal, profitmaximizing policy must set the difference between currentmarginal
cost and marginalrevenueequal to 6/K7, the value of an additionalunit
of currentproductionin reducingfutureproductioncosts over the remainderof the productcycle. As in the Spence model, marginalrevenue
along this interiorsegment will be constant, equal to terminalmarginal
Both of these sets of data specific to the IM DRAM produceresultsthat are quite close
to otherestimatesin the literature,whichsometimesrely on datapooledacrossgenerations.
98. This gives the demandthatwouldbe observedat a IM DRAMpriceof $1 over a
twenty-quarter
(five-year)productcycle, given real GNP andotherprice levels prevailing
in 1989:4.
99. For estimatedtest and assemblyyields in this generalneighborhood,see VLSI
Research(1990), addendumA; andIntegratedCircuitEngineering(1988, pp. 7-16-7-17).
100. That is, P(tz)t = (tz/ot)"/t = (z/ot')", where ot' =

(x

-
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cost. We can solve a differentialequationgiving experienceat time ts,
E(ts,K), after a period of full-blast productionthroughoptimal switchpoint ts to an interior segment. Using this result, we can derive an
equationgiving ts as an implicit functionof K, N, and otherparameters
of the control problem:
(9)

[N

tK

1

(

+

1

+ d.
4(E(ts,K) + 4K1`Y(1 - ts)E(ts,K)E)E

This is just the conditionthatmarginalrevenueat time ts (on the lefthand
side) equal currentmarginalcost at terminaltime 1 (on the righthand
side). 101
A second equation giving optimal capacity may be derived from
equation 5. After solving for 8 over interiorand boundarysegments,
andsubstitutinginto equation5, we have an expressionimplicitlygiving
K as a functionof optimalts andN. Togetherwith equation9, for given
N, and various other parameters,we have two equations in two unknowns. An optimal ts and K pair must solve these two equations.
Optimal Capacity with No Interior Segments

In many importantcases the optimalpathmay not containan interior
segment. We thereforenever switch fromfull-blastproduction,andu(t)
will always equal 1. The transversalitycondition-equation 3-will
still hold, however. Using this boundaryvalue, we can solve an equation
of motion for 8 and derive a version of equation 5, which implicitly
determinesK as a function of N and other parameters.
Since this expression gives us a necessary condition for optimal K
assumingfull-capacityutilizationover the entireproductcycle, we must
ensure that such a path is, in fact, a Cournot-Nashequilibrium. In
searchingfor Cournot-Nashequilibriums,I attemptedto solve the twoequation system characterizingan optimal policy with interior segments, for a ts and K pair, and the single equation giving optimal K
101. The expressionwithinthe outermostparenthesesin the denominator
on the righthandside of equation9 is experienceat terminaltime 1, afterproducingfromts to 1 at a
constantoutputlevel.
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assuming full capacity utilization throughoutthe productcycle. Solutions found were then checked as possible Cournot-Nashequilibriums
by perturbingboth firmcapacityK and switching time ts by 0.01 in all
feasible directions,while maintainingthe hypothesizedequilibriumoutput path for all other firms. The impact on firmprofitabilityshould be
negative in a Cournot-Nashequilibrium.The procedureassuresus that
we have found a local maximum satisfying the first-ordernecessary
conditions.
Simulations with different values of y are comparable. A specification has been chosen that startsat some given value for yield that is
independentof capacity (and the assumedvalue for y). Note that with
,y equal to 0, the time derivative of E is greaterthan with y equal to
1, for given firm capacity. Also, for given company output, less experience is realized with larger capacity (more plants) with 'y greater
than 0. Both effects are precisely what one would expect. If learning
operates at the firm level ratherthan at the plant level, yield-relevant
experience should pile up faster for given output, and yields should
rise more quickly. Similarly, if experience is not completely transferable across plants, dividing some given outputup across more plants
should reduce the yield-relevant experience derived from any given
volume of company output.

Baseline Simulations
Table 4 gives the optimalvalues of ts andK derivedfrom numerical
solution of the optimal control problemdescribedearlier. The roots of
a system of two nonlinearequationsin two unknownsdescribedabove,
or one equationin one unknown(in the case wherefull-blastproduction
over the productlife cycle is the optimal policy), were sought. Table
4 also shows a "gross rent"-profits net of all costs, other than fixed
entry cost F, received by each producer.The columns of table 4 correspondto differentassumednumbersof firmsin the industry,the rows
to differing assumptionsabout parameter-y, which defines the experience variable relevant to learning economies. Note that where gross
rentsarezero or negative, no producerwill be earninga profit(exclusive
of entrycost) in equilibrium,andthe industrywill be "overpopulated"
with firmsirrespectiveof the entrycost. (Strictlyspeaking,these entries
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shouldnot be interpretedas Cournotequilibriums,since firmscould do
betterby simply not producingat all.)
Since identical firms are assumed to make up the industryin equilibrium, one may close the model by assuming free entry, that firms
enter the industryup to the point where gross rent per firmjust covers
the fixed cost of entry(F). Because I am restrictedto an integernumber
of firms, I define the "equilibrium" as the numberof firms where one
more entrantreduces rent per firm below F. As a consequence of the
integer number of firms, the symmetric equilibrium so defined will
generally be characterizedby some small positive rent (net of entry
cost F).
I assume that the fixed entry cost (primarilytotal R&D costs) that
mustbe invested before mass productionof the 1MDRAMranbetween
$250 million and $500 million. Thus, for -y = 1, if entry costs F
amountedto $250 million, we would expect to find fourteen identical
firms in the industry, each with facilities capable of producing4.66
million wafer startsover a five-yearproductlife cycle. With entrycosts
F of $500 million, we would expect nine producers,each with capacity
to produce6.94 million product-cyclewafer starts. In either case, the
optimal policy would involve full-blast productionover the entire life
cycle. Thus, with -y = 1 (which I argued earlier is a heuristically
appealingspecification),small differencesin fixed entrycosts can make
a large difference in the industrialstructureof the industry(numberof
firms observed). The same cannot be said for -ymuch less than 1.
Table 5 summarizescharacteristicsof industryequilibriumsderived
from table 4 under differing assumptionsabout fixed entry costs F. I
have taken F as either $500 million or $250 million; these values are
best interpretedas bracketinga rangeof feasible values. Alongside the
index of conequilibriumnumberof firms, the Hirschman-Herfindahl
centrationis also shown.102Initial and final yields per wafer (w) and
102. This index is definedas
HHI =

S

i= 1

wheresi is themarketshareof companyi. Theindexrangesin valuefrom1, withmonopoly,
to 0, with a competitiveindustrycomposedof an infinitenumberof equallysized firms.
In the special case of N identicalfirms,this index is just equalto 1/N.
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outputper firm(y) are shownto betterillustratehow parametery affects
the results.
These results may shed light on the issue of whether"dumping" is
observed.103I have calculatedobservedpricesandvariouscost concepts
at 100 equally spaced points over the productlife cycle. One useful
cost concept is short-runmarginalcost (SRMC), which in my model
happensto be constantat any moment in time, coincides with average
variablecost, and is equal to d + clw. This is the incrementalcurrent
cost saved when outputis reducedby one unit. Anotherimportantcost
concept is fully allocated, long-run average cost (LRAC). To define
this concept, I have assumed straight-linedepreciationin spreading
capitalandfixed entrycosts over the productlife cycle: an equal amount
of these fixed costs is allocated to every moment in time. Capitaland
fixed entry cost per unit is then calculatedby dividing fixed costs correspondingto time t by the numberof units y(t) producedat that moment. Adding average variablecost to average fixed cost, LRAC then
equals d + clw + Fly + riuw. Multiplying LRAC by output at any
instant,and summingthese costs at every instantover the productcycle,
gives the total cost of producingsome time-varyingpathof outputover
the entire productcycle.
Assuming -y equals 1, price falls short of short-runmarginal cost
over the first 3 percent of the productlife cycle, and it falls short of
averagecost over roughly the first thirdof the productcycle (see table
5). With -y equal to 0, price is less than marginal cost only at the
beginningof the productcycle; price is less thanaveragecost over two
distinct periods: at the beginning and over roughly the second quarter
of the product life cycle. Indeed, for all values of -y, given my assumptionsabout other parametervalues, price falls short of marginal
cost only at the beginning of the productcycle. Furtherperusalof this
table makes clear, however, that the timing of periods of sales at less
thanaveragecost is quite sensitive to the specificationof the experience
variable.Dependingon -y, such episodes can occur at the beginningof
the productcycle, the middle, or the end, or in some combinationof
these sequences.104
103. See Flamm(1993) for a morecompletediscussionof this issue.
104. Alternatively,if one defines "dumping"as price below marginalcost, it is still
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Table 5 also shows that the value of y makes a big difference in the
structureof a symmetricindustryequilibrium.With cumulativeoutput
per facility (y = 1) determiningrelevantexperience, a relatively large
numberof firms(nine to fourteen)populatethe industry.With y much
below 0.9, no more than three or four firms make up the industry.
Figure 5 shows the paths of price, marginalrevenue, marginalcost,
and average cost over time in the case where entry costs are $250
million. In figure 5-A, y equals 0; in figure 5-B, y equals 1.
Ironically, the specification of firm behavior in the B-K modelfull-blast productionover the entire product cycle-turns out to be
optimal if parametery is close to 1 (see table 4). The irony arises
because the B-K model also specifies absolutecumulativeoutput(y =
0) as the experience variable, and given realistic choices for other
parameters,optimal behaviorwould then requirecuttingback production to levels below capacity after about the first third of the product
cycle. Like Baldwin and Krugman,with Cournotand y = 0 assumptions, my model predicts only a few firms will "fit" in the industry
(thoughthe numberis largerthanin B-K's simulations,in partbecause
firms are not constrainedto produce always at full capacity). With y
equal to 1, though, the numberof firms that "fits" roughly triples,
giving a much more appealingpredictionaboutindustrystructure.This
suggests that the conundrumof Baldwin and Krugmanis at least partly
the result of their specificationof learningeconomies.105
Reality Checks

How plausible are these simulations, and do they suggest anything
about the realism of various assumptions about parameters?One
straightforwardway to evaluate the model is to comparethe predicted
industrystructurewith the observedindustrystructure.Figure6 shows
Hirschman-Herfindahlconcentrationindexes constructedfrom Dataquest estimatesof annualproducershipmentsof variousgenerationsof
DRAMs.106For virtually all generationsof DRAMs, the concentration
possiblefor "dumping"to occurat the beginningor end of the productcycle. See Flamm
(1993) for detailson how to constructsuch an example.
105. RememberthatBaldwinandKrugmanlookedat a differentproduct(16KDRAMs),
had a differentcost model-only a single (fixed andvariable)cost per waferprocessedis
considered-and used differentparametervalues.
106. Note that there were two distinctvarietiesof 16K DRAMs:one with a single-
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Figure 5. Path of MarginalCost, Average Cost, Price, and MarginalRevenue
over Time
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Figure6. Hirschman-HerfindahlIndexesfor Six Generationsof DRAMs
indexes
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index declines sharplyfrom an initially very high level, as one producer
after anothercomes on line with volume production.The index then
levels off near0.1 (correspondingto an industrymadeup of ten equally
sized firms). It rises sharplyat the end of the productcycle as producers
one after anotherdrop the productline. Although the early phases of
voltagepowersource,theotherrequiringdualvoltages.Eachis treatedas a separateproduct
indexesfor IM DRAMs,I haveallocatedMotorolain figure6. In calculatingconcentration
labeledproductto Toshiba (since virtuallyall of Motorola'sproductover this periodis
dice, or producedby a Toshibabelievedto have been assembledfromToshiba-fabricated
Motorolajointventure);IM DRAMsbearingtheIntellabelhavebeenassignedto Samsung,
since it is believedthatvirtuallyall of Intel'ssales over this periodwere "privatelabeled"
Samsungproduct.Neitherof these adjustmentshas a particularlysignificanteffect on the
patternof concentration.
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Figure7. Actual and SimulatedPrices of 1-MegabitDRAMS
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the 256K and IM DRAMs may have been more concentratedthan in
the life cycle of earliergenerations,they, too, seem destinedto follow
this pattern.
indexes associatedwith my
Now comparethe Hirschman-Herfindahl
simulationswith the patterndepicted in figure 6. Only the results associated with the specificationof cumulativeoutputper facility (-y =
1) as the experience variable fit reasonablyclosely. Note that my assumption of symmetric firms means that the associated HirschmanHerfindahlindex of concentrationmust be constant over time. While
conceding that my model is at best an approximationto reality, I concludethatonly a -yclose to 1 yields predictedbehaviorthatis reasonably
accurate.
Anotherapproachis to comparepredictedandactualpathsfor DRAM
prices over time. I assume that a five-year productcycle for the IM
DRAM effectively began in 1988. (Although small quantities were
producedlate in 1985, quantityproductiondid not really rampup until
1988.) Figure 7 charts the actual behavior of one set of estimates of
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large-volumecontractprices for IM DRAMs in the U.S. and Japanese
marketsthrough September 1991, along with simulated IM DRAM
price levels associated with an assumed -y equal to 1, and 0, respectively.107 Note that 1988 to the first quarterof 1989 was a period of
extreme shortagein real-worldDRAM markets,while the period after
late 1989 was a period markedby lacklusterdemand. Given that the
early portion of my empirical approximationto the learning curve is
probablypoorerthan in later periods, and that my assumptionof symmetric firms is probably least appropriatein the early stages of the
productcycle, I am not surprisedto find the very earliest part of my
predictedtime path for prices seems least accurate.All things considered, the simulationwith -yequal to 1 seems to do a reasonablejob of
trackingreal prices for IM DRAMs! The simulationwith -yequal to 0
clearlydoes not. Thus, two pieces of evidence-observed andpredicted
concentrationindexes, and the time path of DRAM prices-suggest
that a value of -y close to 1 provides significantly more realistic predictions than does a value close to 0.

Strategic Behavior
Next I allow for the possibility of noncooperativestrategicbehavior
by producers. I think of competition as occurringin two periods. In
the firstperiod, firmsmake capacityinvestments.In the second period,
firms select a time profile for capacity utilization rates. I assume that
this two-stagegame is characterizedby subgameperfection.Given firstperiod capacities, the second-stage game in utilizationrates results in
a static Cournot-Nashequilibrium.When firms select first-periodcapacities, however, they correctlyanticipatethe resulting second-stage
equilibrium. But in the first period, rivals' capacity choices are perceived as unaffected by one's own capacity choice. Strategicinteractions arise because first-periodcapacity choices correctly anticipate
107. Thesedataaremonthlyaveragesof Dataquestestimatesof averagecontractprices
in these markets.See Flamm(NBERand Chicago,forthcoming).
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effects on second-periodutilizationdecisions by oneself andone's competitors. 108

The second-periodsubgameremainsidenticalto thatanalyzedin the
nonstrategiccase. (I take capacities as given, and optimal utilization
ratesare exactly as analyzedearlier.) Thus, we need consideronly how
the determinationof optimal capacity is changed. As before, I assume
a symmetricequilibriumof identical firms. To do so, we must add an
additional term to equation 5 that reflects the anticipatedeffects of
increasingone's own capacity on second-stageoutputs. Given the optimalpathfor the utilizationrate, u*(t), andthe correspondingtrajectory
E*(t) for the experience variable, the necessary condition for optimal
capacity choice is that
(10)

( R

d +

uw + Rx

ax

-y

uw

-

cu

-

r) dt

=

0

must hold. This partialderivativeis with respect to K alone, evaluated
with u(t) set equalto optimalcontrolu*(t). This differs fromthe expression developed from equation5 because in the nonstrategiccase, initial
capacity investmentswere not viewed by the firm as affecting rivals'
second-periodutilizationdecisions-that is, axIaK= 0 was assumed.
With more thantwo firmsin the industryand a symmetricequilibrium,
concavityof the industryrevenuefunctionis sufficientto guaranteethat
rivals will reducetheiroutputalong an interiorsegment. The additional
effect added on to equation5 must be positive, which means that the
marginalreturnon additionalcapacity will be positive at the level of
investmentcorrespondingto the nonstrategicequilibrium. With strategic competition, additionalcapacity will seem attractive.
Along a boundarysegment, however, the response by competitors
to a marginalincrease in one's own capacity will be 0. Intuitively,
when a firm's marginalrevenue alreadyexceeds its true (correctedfor
108. Anotherapproachto strategicbehaviorwould be to make capacityinvestments
sequential,permitting"first-moving"firmsto anticipateandpreemptcapacityinvestments
by "follower" firmsin a von Stackelberg-typemodel. A majorcomponentof such an
approachwouldbe to describethe economicbasis for asymmetriesamongfirms.
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learning economies) marginal cost, so that it chooses to operate at
maximumcapacity, a small increase in a competitor'soutput-which
reduces the firm's marginalrevenue (with a concave industryrevenue
function)-will still leave the firm wishing to produce at maximum
output. Thus, if the symmetric industryequilibriumis one in which
firmsareeverywherecapacityconstrained,producingfull blastthroughout the product cycle, the strategic equilibriumwill coincide with a
nonstrategicequilibrium.Strategicbehaviorwill have no effect on the
industryequilibrium.
Note that I am allowing only partially strategicbehavior with this
modeling strategy. There are two possible instrumentsof strategicbehavior:capacitychoice and output(capacityutilization)choice. Output
choice has potential strategic effects throughlearningeconomies, insofar as currentoutputaffects futurecost structure.(Withoutlearning
economies, currentoutputchoice has no effect on futurecost structure
and thereforeno strategic value.) A firm might choose capacity utilization, taking into accountthe impactof its own currentoutputchoice
on rivals' futureoutputchoices, ratherthantakingrivals' futureoutput
path as given.
I do not allow strategicoutputchoice, and outputpaths are chosen
as an open loop (that is, firms precommit to an output path at the
beginning of the second stage of the game).109However, I do permit
strategic competition in capacity. Firms do use capacity choice strategically to affect rivals' choice of (open-loop)outputpathin the second
stage of the game. Capacitychoice in the first stage takes into account
strategiceffects in rivals' choice of open-loopoutputpathin the second
stage of the game. Thus, strategiccompetitionis permittedin capacity
choice but not in output choice.
Table 6 reworks table 4 to reflect strategic behavior. Equation 10
instead of equation 5 is used. If no solution for a system based on
equations 9 and 10 was found, the alternative,correspondingto fullblastproductionthroughoutthe productcycle, is identicalto unmodified
equation 5, since axIaK = 0 holds along a capacity-constrained seg109. Note thatone possible(butonly partial)empiricaljustificationfor this is thatthere
are very long lags betweencapacityutilizationdecisionsand outputresultingfrom these
decisions.The productionprocessfor a chip takes almosta full quarter,so any changein
outputratesis observableby one's rivalsonly aftera substantiallag.
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ment. In whatI earliertentativelyconcludedwas the most realistic case
(-y = 1), strategicbehaviorappearsto have no effect on the symmetric
industryequilibrium,and full-blast productionthroughoutthe product
cycle still prevails. In the case of -y equals 0 (which had a substantial
interiorsegmentwith nonstrategicbehavior),capacityperfirmincreases
by about50 percentrelativeto the nonstrategiccase, andthe equilibrium
numberof firms drops from four to three, for the range of fixed R&D
costs consideredplausible. (The resultingpath of DRAM price is also
shown in figure 7.) Strategic behavior has no impact with the "perfab-line" specificationof learningbut a large impact with "companywide" learning.
For the same reasons outlined earlier, the -y = 1 case continues to
appearmost plausible. Having done my best to get realistic values for
empiricalparametersrelevantto IM DRAMproduction,I concludethat
strategiccompetition in capacity investmentsmost likely play no significant role in shaping marketoutcomes in my simple model of the
industry.

Collusion and Cartel
Now, finally, I can attemptto answer the question I posed at the
beginningof the paper:what is the potentialeffect on U.S. consumers
of the systematicexploitationof monopoly power by a foreign DRAM
cartel?Suppose, for one reasonor another,thatcountryU firmsbelieve
their fixed sunk cost requiredto enter the industry(F) is higher than
for countryJ firms. In other words, suppose that countryU firms are
less efficient producersthan countryJ firms. In a competitive equilibriumwhere entryensureszero profits, only (moreefficient) J firmswill
populatethe industry. CountryJ firms alone then play the two-stage
game I have described and select sunk capacity investments correspondingto the strategic (or nonstrategic)case.
After the first stage (capacity selection), but before the second stage
(production), suppose an external force intervenes and changes the
rules. The J firms are to be permitted-perhaps even encouraged-to
form a cartel to reduce output and raise prices. How much will consumersof DRAMs lose? How much will producersof DRAMs gain?
Carrythe argumenta step further. Suppose J firms, if left to their
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Table 7. Simulated Impact of Cartelizationon DRAM Marketa
Strategiccompetitionin
capacitywith

Unit
I
b
Gamma=
tS, end full-blastoutput
dollars
P(1), finalprice
billionsof dollars
Consumers'surplus
billions of dollars
Industrynet profits
Gamma= 0C
tS, end full-blastoutput
dollars
P(1), finalprice
billionsof dollars
Consumers'surplus
billions of dollars
Industrynet profits

Competitive
Second-period
output
Change
cartel
choice
1
3.77
148.9
0.045

0.237
9.37
117.4
4.564

- 31.5
4.5

0.16047
1.61
287.9
3.957

0.037
4.08
186.4
34.57

- 101.5
30.61

Source: Author's calculations. See text.
a. Symmetric industryequilibriumassumed.
b. F equals $250 million; N equals fourteen firms; and K equals 4.655 million product-cyclewafer starts.
c. F equals $250 million; N equals three firms; and K equals 22.648 million product-cyclewafer starts.

own devices, are perfectly preparedto form a cartelon theirown. This
will require, however, that some "critical mass" of DRAM producers
be type J firms. Then countryU can prevent cartel formationby subsidizing entry by type U firms (that are assumedto be behaviorally,or
legally, indisposed toward collusion). How much in subsidies should
countryU be willing to pay to insure against cartel formation?
Table 7 shows the loss to consumersand increasedproducerprofits
associatedwith a second-stage switch from a noncooperativeCournotNash equilibriumto cartel. Initial capacities are assumedto have been
chosen as the first stage of the competitive game, with a competitive
second stage anticipated.Now, however, conjecturalvariationparametera has been reset, in calculatingthe second-stageoutputpath, from a
competitiveCournot-Nashvalue of 0 to the collusive cartel value of 1.
The lost consumersurplusis very muchlargerthanthe profitsgained
by producers.110There are two reasonsfor this. First, fixed capitalcost
110. In a constantelasticitydemandcurve,the totalconsumersurplus,CS, is given by
ts

CS

=

-(

[P(s)'+Os

+ (1 - ts)P(ts)1 +
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per unit producedrises considerablywhen output is cut back sharply
in the second stage relativeto the "competitive" outputlevels for which
capacity was initially chosen. Second, the existence of learningeconomies means that when producerscut back output,they also raise their
variable costs per unit over the remainderof the productcycle. Thus,
much of what might have been additional monopoly profit, without
scale andlearningeconomies, is chewedupby higherunitcosts incurred
when output is reduced.
Forexample, in the case whereSyequals 1, a switch fromcompetition
to collusion in IM DRAM costs more than $30 billion in forgone
consumer surplusover a five-year productcycle while producingmonopoly profits of only about $4.5 billion over the same period. (Note
that at the height of the real-worldshortageof IM DRAMs in 198889, some estimated "excess" profits at $1 billion to $2 billion per
year.111) Clearly, even if country U accounts for only 40 percent of
final DRAM consumption, its consumers should be willing to pay $2
billion or so annuallyto prevent the formationof a cartel. Of course,
there may be less costly ways to inhibit cartel formation by foreign
producers.If governmentscan agree to enforce internationalantitrust
standards,for example, and such norms are applied by foreign governmentsto theirproducers,the benefitsof competitionmight be available to U.S. consumersat no cost.

Conclusion
The model developed in this paper, despite its simplifications,does
a tolerablejob in trackingreality. My simulationsof symmetricequilibriumswere extremely sensitive to the specificationof the experience
variablerelevant to learning economies. This was to me quite unexpected. Gratifyingly,my "per fab" specificationof learningeconomies
appearsto solve the B-K puzzle: Cournot-Nashbehavior, coupled to a
reasonable empirical approximationto the costs of real-life DRAM
111. Flamm(1989, p. 21). These numberscover 256K and IM DRAMs.
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production,gives muchmorerealisticpredictionsaboutindustrialstructure.
The previous section on collusion and cartelraises some interesting
questions. First, how realistic is my story? Is the cartel threat-and
cartel insurance-or some lesser degree of collusion a serious possibility? Were the DRAM price and outputmanipulationsof 1987-90 a
transitoryphenomenon,or has some thresholdbeen crossed into a less
competitive world of marketsharing?Continuedproductioncutbacks
by Japaneseproducerssince 1989 may suggest a breakwith pre-1986
patternsof firm behavior. In addition, efficiency differences between
groups of firms could be tied to a story about intergenerationalexternalities, where incumbentshave lower costs because they are incumbents.
Second, if the J firms can form a cartel, why not do so in the first
stage and choose more profitablelevels of capacity investments?My
answeris that at this stage, entryby otherswill be stimulatedif reduced
capacity investments imply that positive rents will be earned. At the
second stage new entry is no longer possible.
More importantly,there is the issue of whethercartelpricing would
attractadditional entrantsin later plays of this game. This is a complicated matter,but one can constructat least the germ of an argument
as to why entry by non-J firms might not occur. Let us imagine that
nonincumbentU firmsoperateat a cost disadvantage(say in fixed entry
cost) relative to incumbentJ firms and that entry by a single nonincumbentis enough to completely disruptthe cartel. Imagine also that
the capacity investment stage of this game is played as the first stage
of a two-stage competitive game. (If it were apparentthat the number
of firms and levels of capacity set in the first stage were other than at
competitive levels, such as to imply rents in the second stage, further
entry by other firms presumablywould be stimulated.)Then we have
a terribledilemma for the potentialU entrant.If she doesn't enter, the
J firms may form a cartel in the second stage, in which case she must
sit and watch as others earn rents. If she does enter, however, she
disruptsthe cartel, guaranteescompetitionin the second stage, andthus
guaranteesthat she makes a loss in a zero-profitequilibrium(since she
producesat a cost disadvantagerelative to the rest of the populationof
firms).
Third,my consumerwelfarecalculationassumesthatmonopolyrents
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areextractedby a cartelat armslengthfroma competitiveuserindustry,
which then passes on cost increases directly to final consumers. It is
well knownthatif an inputis not fixed in relationto output,a monopolist
controllingthe pricing of an input maximizes profitby integratingforwardinto the user industrythat purchasesthat input, in orderto avoid
substitutionaway from the input."12Since type J firmsproducingchips
may also be systems producers,there would appearto be few barriers
to this occurringin the long run. The welfare cost to final consumers
would increase if this were to happen.
Fourth, what if an industrythat consumes domestic chips is imperfectly competitive and extractsrents from sales to foreign consumers?
Would not this increase the welfare loss from a domestic standpoint,
particularlyif forwardintegrationaccompaniesmonopoly rent extraction?
Fifth, the logic of anticartelinsurancesuggests that chip consumers
as a group ought to be willing to subsidize entry by cartel-busting
entrants.(The ill-fated U.S. Memoriesconsortium,in which chip users
proposed to fund entry into the DRAM business, comes to mind.)
However, there will be a free-riderproblem. All consumersgain from
entry, whetheror not they have paid for it. A governmentrole might
be needed to handle this "public good" aspect of entry.
Sixth, little attentionhas been paidto intergenerationalexternalities.
Several firms, particularlyNMB Semiconductorin Japan, enteredthe
DRAM business in the mid-1980s with virtuallyno prior experience.
This suggeststhatsuchexternalities,if they exist, arenot an insuperable
barrierto entry.
All the details of the policy-related story I have told are extreme.
The costs I have calculated probably should be regardedas an upper
boundon the costs correspondingto a more realistic scenario. Is there
a convenientway to parametrizeless starkforms of behavior?In particular,one might want to imagine most producersin a cartel, but with
one or two "outsiders'"forming a competitive fringe and not cooperating with the cartel. With asymmetricfirms, however, the characterization of equilibriumpaths becomes much more difficult.

1 2. Vernonand Graham(1971).

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by Peter C. Reiss: Duringthe past fifteen years, industrial
organizationeconomists have extensively used game-theoreticmodels
to analyze monopoly practices. Althoughthese models have influenced
antitrustpolicy, they rarelyprovide practicalpolicy advice. Consider,
for example, predatorypricing. Economists still find it difficult to distinguishbetween it and "tough" price competition.Internationaltrade
economists also have used imperfect competition models to analyze
strategicdumping.As with predatorypricing,economistsfindit difficult
to distinguishbetween dumpingand normalcompetition. We have not
had much success definingeitherpracticebecauseit is difficultto quantify them and because we have few empirical studies describingthese
practices.
Ken Flamm's study of semiconductortradepolicy advancesour understandingof the interplay between governmentpolicy and foreign
and domestic competition. It containstwo distinctcontributions.First,
it provides a historical analysis of the economic rationalesunderlying
governmenttrade policy. In particular,it describes the U.S. government's response to charges that the Japanesedumpedearly-generation
DRAMs. Second, it develops game-theoreticmodels that assess how
collusion by Japanesefirms would affect domestic chip consumers.
The historical analysis uncovers several importantlessons for policymakers. One central message is that governmentinterventioncan
both undermineand create strategicopportunitiesfor foreign firms. A
second is thatdomestictradepolicies frequentlyencourageforeignfirms
to coordinatetheir activities, therebyincreasingthe likelihood of collusion. A third is that declining average costs and significantlearning
curves may encourage predation. A final lesson is that productinno326
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vationsmay do moreto redresstradeimbalancesthangovernmentprice
or outputrestrictions.
The historical discussion also reinforces the first paragraph'smessage. While there is circumstantialevidence that Japaneseproducers
formed an export cartel, it is difficult to show that they engaged in
predatorydumping. As Flamm notes, even noncooperative"normal"
competitorsmaypricebelow averagecost whentheyhave steep learning
curves. Thus, low DRAM prices duringthe early eighties may simply
have reflectedthe presenceof substantiallearningandscale economies.
Unfortunately, his limited price data do not allow him to test this
hypothesisagainst predatoryhypotheses. Further,even if he could accept a predatoryhypothesis, it is not clear how one would use price
and cost datato predictthe likelihood of Japanesesuccess absentU.S.
governmentintervention. Although Flamm acknowledges these difficulties, he argues that indirectevidence favors the hypothesis that the
Japanesetried to monopolize DRAM production.
In examining the evidence and U.S. policy, it is importantto keep
in mindthe scope of the semiconductorindustry.The industryhas many
firms and products. It also changed dramaticallyduring the 1980s.
Before 1980 most semiconductormakers were vertically integrated.
Theydesignedtheirchips, synthesizedthem, testedthem, manufactured
them, and consumed them. (Examples are IBM and NEC.) As the
industrygrew, chip technologies multipliedand firms became less integrated.Much of Flamm's discussion focuses on DRAM manufacturing. ThoughDRAMsrepresenta significantfractionof all semiconductors,
DRAMmanufacturinghistoricallyhas generatedfew rents. Thus, if the
goal of U.S. policy was to preserve "the" semiconductorindustry,an
importantfirstquestionis this: Is a manufacturingcapabilitynecessary
for the United States to preserveits interests?One also must question
whethermonopolizationwas likely, given the presence of captive domestic manufacturers(for example, manufacturingwithin IBM).
The second half of the paperdevelops dynamic models to simulate
whatwould happento prices, output, andconsumerwelfare if Japanese
firms had monopolized IM DRAMs. This is an interesting exercise
primarilybecause it categorizesthe economic and strategicfactorsthat
affect productiondecisions. I have some doubts, however, about the
relationbetween these calculationsand the earliertradepolicy discussion. The open-loop model assumes that a cartel exists and is stable.
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A morecompletemodel would explainhow a foreign cartelwould arise
and sustain itself, especially when foreign firmsmay not shareknowledge. The model also does not explain how cost differences arose and
how they would persist from one chip generationto the next. From a
policy perspective, the presence of gray marketsand competing producers in Korea and Taiwan also seems relevant. Finally, even if we
believe the Japanesecould sustaina manufacturingcartel, it is not clear
thatthese calculationsjustify "anticartelinsurance."Withoutknowing
the form that governmentinsurancewould take, or how it might influence firm behavior, we cannot guaranteethat "insurance" would improve consumerwelfare. To do this, we requireseparatecalculations.
One strikingfindingthatemerges from Flamm'scalibrationexercise
is the sensitivity of losses to assumptionsaboutexperience. His results
suggest that experience accrues relative to plant output and not total
output. This conclusion has several interestingimplicationsfor policy.
First, it implies that domestic firms may have incentives to centralize
or specialize in production.Second, it suggests thatgovernmentpolicy
might better be directed toward improving process R&D spillovers
among domestic firms. Such policies could increase domestic and foreign competition, and consumerwelfare. Ken Flamm's study no doubt
will help us addressthese importantquestions.
General Discussion: RichardGilbertnoted the importanceof product
differentiation when developing policy affecting the semiconductor
market. He said that most of the profits in the industryhave been in
proprietarytechnologies, such as the Intel iAPX and Motorola68000
architectures.Nonproprietarytechnologies, suchas DRAMs, have been
very competitive. He said that many people are concerned that these
commoditymarketsare state of the art and are importantas "drivers"
for the proprietarytechnologies, but it is still unclear whetherthis is
actually the case.
Making analogies to U.S. policies designed to protect the auto industry in the 1980s, Gilbert and Nancy Rose suggested that export
restraintsin the semiconductorcase might be harmfulor unnecessary.
Rose said the experiencewith the autoindustryhadshownthatvoluntary
exportconstraintsmightpermanentlyalterthe behaviorof foreignfirms.
Japanese automakersadopted "voluntary" export restraintsto avoid
U.S. trade action. Their experience was so positive-that is, profita-
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ble-that the restraintswere extendedaftertheirinitial expiration.The
semiconductorcase might be recast in the same light. After Japanese
semiconductorfirms aggressively cut their prices in the U.S. market,
dumpingcases broughtagainstthem led to reducedexports and higher
prices. Eventually, accordingto Rose, Japanesefirms began to experience the benefitsof less aggressivepricing. They developed, she said,
a taste for high prices, which ultimatelyresulted in tacit collusion.
Gilbertarguedthatthe U. S. autoindustrywas fightingfor its survival
when the voluntaryexportrestraintprogramwas instituted.In contrast,
the U.S. semiconductorindustrytoday is relatively healthy, investing
more than the Japaneseand possessing process technology as good as
anywhereelse in the world.
Gilbertalso said therewas no evidence of cartelbehaviorby Japanese
or other foreign DRAM producers.He attributedthe price rise in the
late 1980s to the voluntaryexportrestrictionsbroughtaboutby the 1986
agreementin combinationwith a simultaneousexplosion of growth in
the personal computermarket-in other words, a coincidental supply
decrease and demandincrease.
FrankWolak arguedthat there are two ways to view the very slow
gains in marketshareU. S. semiconductormanufacturershave achieved
in the Japanese market. The first and most widely held view is that
U.S. firmshave been deniedmarketaccess by Japanesetradingpractices
and governmentpolicies. However, by looking at the rapidlygrowing
volume of sales by U.S. firmsin Japan,a second, moreoptimisticview
emerges: the U.S. firms have obtainedan increasingshareof an everexpandingJapanesedomestic market.
Several participantssuggested improvementsin the author'smodel
specifications.Linda Cohen noted that the history section of the paper
discussed the unusually short product life cycles as well as the tremendous movements in internationalmarket shares. She said these
marketcharacteristicswere critical and shouldbe incorporatedinto the
model. The shortproductcycle, she argued, seemed to mean that governmentpolicy in the field might always be playing catch-up. She also
notedthatalthoughthe author'smodel presenteda two-stepgame, there
was a repetitionof two-step games, where capacity could be invested
in every other period.
Roger Noll assertedthat the history section of the paperarguedfor
a modelwith endogeneityof tradepolicy. Considera two-periodmodel,
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where the behavior of firms in one period determinesthe likelihood
thata policy would be enactedin the second periodthatwould facilitate
the formationof a cartel, Noll said. It might be rationalfor Japanese
firms to engage in predatorybehavior in the first period if the U.S.
governmentwould then encouragethem to collude in the second. With
this model, Noll claimed, if the U.S. adopteda technologypolicy during
the first period that allowed Americanfirms to coordinatetheir R&D
decisions, then less R&D and less investmentin fixed costs might be
possible. This would heightenthe probabilitythata policy encouraging
collusion would be introducedin the second period.
Wolak suggested addingstrategicuse of capacityto Flamm'smodel.
He said that a firm's timing of plant constructionrelative to that of its
competitorsis crucial to the market success of the semiconductorsit
produces. He gave the example of the one megabit DRAM market,
where the speed and volume at which Japanesefirms constructedand
began producingfrom their plants precludedall but a small amountof
U.S. productionin this DRAM generation.He also suggested that the
model should account for product heterogeneity, noting that the resurgence of the U.S. semiconductorproducerscould, in large part, be
attributedto U.S . firmsspecializingin high value-addedproducts,such
as microprocessors,while the Japanesefocused largely on commodity
semiconductormarkets.
Wolakalso said thatone argumentomittedfromthe historicalsection
of the paper was the necessity for U.S. firms to remain in the semiconductormarketin orderto maintainU . S. leadershipin semiconductor
manufacturingequipment.Finally, he noted that some agreementsbetween foreign and domestic firms were exempted from U.S. antitrust
laws underthe Noerr-Penningtondoctrine. Because those exemptions
appearedto make coordinationof pricing decisions between foreign
and domestic producerseasier, he felt that policy in this area should
be redesigned.
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